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PROLOGUE BY THE TRANSLATOR 

All praise is for Allah, the Creator of the Universe.  

This academic journal of the Imam of the Muslims, Alahadrat Shaykh 

Ahmad Raza Al-Qaadiri ص was written in 1324 AH – some 120 years 

ago. It is my humble opinion, that if a reader was to use this work to 

study about Wudhu and principles of Fiqh, he will become proficient 

in the matters of cleanliness and other related subjects.  

This is an in-depth exegesis on the various principles of Fiqh by 

which some actions becomes Fardh, Waajib, Sunnah or Mustahab. 

In the previous 300 years of Hanafi jurisprudence, we are unable to 

find a work that can be compared to this research. Primarily, this 

book is a must read for all aspiring scholars who wish to study Ifta 

and become jurists. Then, the students of knowledge may read this 

book to understand the complexity and the required academic 

standard of research in Islam. As for those Muslims who are neither 

scholars nor students, they may ponder over the contents of this 

book to appreciate the extent of the knowledge of Imam Ahmad Rida 

Khan Al Qaadiri – may Allah Ta‟ala have mercy on him.    

May Allah Ta‟ala cause this compilation to become beneficial for all 

the believers! 

Salutations in abundance be upon His Eminence – Hadrat 

Muhammad Al-Mustafa {ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص} and his noble Family, his blessed 

Companions and his obedient Friends.  

Dust beneath the feet of the Saints 

Tehseen Raza Hamdani  

Muhammadi Sunni Hanafi Qaadiri   



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 ء
This is dedicated for the Esaal e Thawaab of my Master whose 

beautiful name serves as a spiritual antidote  

  

The Knower of Allah 

The Beacon of Guidance 

The Sun of Wisdom 

 

Sayyid Shaykh Arif e Billah 

Ale Ahmad Acchay Miya  

Al-Qaadiri Al-Barakaati 

[d. 1235 AH] 

 

[May Allah sanctify his noble soul!] 
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QUESTION 

The ocean of narrative knowledge and the ink of intellectual 

understanding! The revivalist of the present century, may Allah 

preserve you! 

In Wudhu, how many Faraaidh e I‟tiqaadi and Faraaidh e Amali are 

present? Similarly, how many Waajib e Itiqaadi and Waajib e Amali 

exist? What is the definition of each of these terms? Please inform 

us with evidence. May Allah Ta‟ala reward you with the best of 

rewards that is reserved for the scholars of His Beloved Messenger 

  !ا

Questioner: Mawlana Muhammad Zafaruddin Bihari Al-Qaadiri ص 

Date: 10th Shawwaal Al-Mukarram 1324 AH 

[Corresponding to 26th November 1906]  
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ANSWER 

الرحمن الرحيم اهللبسم   
O Allah! Obligatory [Fardh e Laazim] is the Praise upon You. 

Everlasting salutation and blessings be upon the most superior Pillar 

[Afdal rukn] of faith [the Prophet ا]. To the questioner, the excellent 

scholar1 – may Allah Ta‟ala bestow upon you beneficial knowledge. 

This kind of question is only requested by him who is blessed by 

Allah Ta‟ala with ability, and Allah Ta‟ala bestows His special Grace 

on whomsoever He Wills!     

When a Mujtahid Imam establishes a decision of compliance 

[idh‟aan]2 on a certain issue that does not pose any room for any 

doubt; and if this compliance3 is on the level of accurate certainty 

                                                             
1 Referring to the honourable jurist, Shaykh Muhammad Zafaruddin Al-
Bihari [d. 1962], a scholar par excellence, highly relied upon by Imam 
Ahmad Rida Khan in two fields: knowledge of debates and knowledge of 
time [tawqeet]. He specialised in the field of time and thus became one of 
its masters praised by Imam Ahmad Rida. He was a Sayyid and a disciple 
of the Imam and his representative [Khalifa]. May Allah have mercy on him.       
2 Imam Ahmad Rida writes on its footnotes: „In the field of jurisprudence, 
preponderance [Zann e Ghaalib] and evident view [Raajih] is considered to 
be part of certainty [yaqeen]. In terms of theology [beliefs], certainty is used 
in relation to two meanings: generality [aam] and specificity [khaas]. The 
word „compliance‟ [idh‟aan] comprises of all the above.‟    
3 Imam Ahmad Rida states, „When we have Idh‟aan of something, there 
are two options. A) There is no possibility contrary to it, such as, the 
Oneness of Allah Ta‟ala and the truthfulness of Hadrat Muhammad Al-
Mustafa ا. This is called certainty in terms of specificity. B) And if there is a 

possibility contrary to it that has appeared without any evidence, then this is 
called certainty in term of generality; such as, a person who we believe to 
be Zaid is standing before us, but it is possible that it is a Jinn in the shape 
of Zaid. Such possibility is not worthy of acceptance, and this does not 
cause the knowledge to fall below the level of certainty. Yes, if a possibility 
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within the principles of jurisprudence, agreed upon by all the 

Mujtahid Imams of Fiqh4, then such an issue is referred to as Fardh 

I‟tiqaadi5. According to the juristic scholars [Fuqaha], the denier of 

this type of issue is a disbeliever6, but according to the expert 

scholars [Mutakallimeen] who specialize in the fundamental beliefs 

and doctrines [ilm al-Kalaam], the denying of this will only be 

disbelief if it involves the necessities of the religion [Dharuriyaat e 

Deen]7.  

                                                                                                                    
is based on evidence then it will cause the certainty to become 
preponderance. All of this is included within idh‟aan.      
4 Here the Mujtahid Imams refer to the highest form of Imams in this 
category: Mujtahid fi ash-Shari‟ah. These are the four Imams: Abu Hanifa, 
Maalik, Shaafi‟ and Ahmad – may Allah be pleased with them. Imam 
Ahmad Rida states: „If there is a disagreement in any issue, even if the 
disagreement is from the subjugated views [marjooh], it will cause that 
issue not to remain within the platform of certainty.‟  
5 Imam Ahmad Rida states, „I‟tiqaad [belief] – even though in terms of the 
original deduction, it is equal to idh‟aan; but in this instance it refers to that 
particular knowledge that is confined to the general and specific elements of 
certainty [yaqeen]. In this sense of understanding, the Imams have 
indicated that a single-chain narration [Khabr e Waahid] does not provide 
the benefit of reliability in the field of certainty.        
6 Imam Ahmad Rida states, „That is, according to the majority of the latter 
day scholars [mutaakhireen] who specialise in Fataawa texts. As far as the 
former scholars and Imams [mutaqaddimeen] are concerned, they agree 
with the scholars of Kalaam [mutakallimeen], just as investigated by my 
noble father, Khaatim Al Muhaqqiqeen Mawlana Naqi Ali Khan – may Allah 
have mercy on him!‟  
7 Imam Ahmad Rida states, „Dharuriyaat e Deen has been defined to be 
those beliefs in which the general laymen and the specific knowledgeable 
persons are equal in knowing about them. I say, that the general laymen 
actually refer to those who are affiliated with the religion and they frequent 
the scholars. Otherwise, there are many ignorant villagers in Hindustan and 
in the East who do not know of any necessities of the religion. They do not 
reject the necessities rather they are unaware of it. Not knowing something 
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This latter view is more cautious and closer to the truth in the sight of 

research scholars [Muhaqqiqeen], and being the way and trusted 

upon by our noble teachers.  

If the Mujtahid Imams are not in agreement to a particular issue, then 

it is considered to be Waajib I‟tiqaadi. Then, if the Mujtahid Imam 

finds something through the proofs of the sacred law, in which there 

is no doubt8 in its establishment] upon which he has confidence, and 

                                                                                                                    
and knowing the opposite of something are two different things, even if it is 
in lieu of mass ignorance. Keep this difference in the mind. In my view, the 
„necessity‟ here is in reference to the self-evident truths [badihi], and it is 
proven that for something to be self-evident and another to be theoretical 
[nazari] is different in accordance to difference in people. It so happens 
many times that one theoretical issue is based on another theoretical issue. 
That issue which holds a fundamental position in itself is considered to be 
obvious in the sight of a certain congregation, until such a time that this 
issue attains the status of one that has evident principles. Then, the 
disclosure of another principle, which is dependent on the disclosure of the 
first principle, attains the station of self-evident truths [badihaat] – even 
though, it [the second principle/issue] is a theoretical on its own. For 
example, in an issue where each arc that does not reach one-fourth of a 
quarter of a circle; according to the mathematician who specialises in 
geometry, the presence of trigonometry and first shadow [in the science of 
time] are considered to be badihi [original subjects]. When referring to the 
well-known reliable references of these subjects, one does not require the 
use of deduction or sight when solving these – even though these subjects 
are themselves, theoretical [nazari]. This is the case of necessities of Deen. 
According to some, it is badihi, for others it is nazari and yet for another 
group it is unknown.‟                  
8 Imam Ahmad Rida writes: „Even if he [Mujtahid Imam] is aware of a 
certain disagreement in this regard; this is because sometimes in his view 
the illumination of the Divine Command becomes spiritually firm for him that 
he states, „if the river of the Divine Illumination has arrived, the river of 
narratives is not required‟. This is the reason that in some instances the 
Mujtahid Imam interprets the explicit narrations which are contrary to his 
illuminated view. An example of this is that of Abu Zarr Ghiffaari [may Allah 
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the existence of an issue is conditional of its correctness and, that it 

causes an alleviation from its responsibility, that is, without its 

opposite, the existence of its involvement becomes a non-issue – 

without which the issue becomes an invalid action9. In other words, if 

                                                                                                                    
be pleased with him] who went against the view of the majority of 
Companions in relation to the issue of treasure. The view of majority of 
Companions is that the treasure is that wealth on which Zakaat is not 
applicable. Whereas, Abu Zarr Ghifaari [may Allah be pleased with him] 
held the view that whatever is more than the basic necessities is treasure 
and to hoard treasure is punishable offence. Whatever explicit evidence is 
present in contrary to this view, Sayyiduna Abu Zarr Ghifaari interprets 
them. And in relation to Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman bin Awf [may Allah 
Ta‟ala be pleased with him], he [Abu Zarr Ghifaari] said a lot of things but 
there is explicit evidence reported about the Companions of Badr generally, 
and the Ten Companions of Glad Tidings, specially. May Allah Ta‟ala 
bestow upon all of them with great favours. That is why one will see our 
scholars saying with regards to the many differences of Ijtihaadi nature 
between our Imams and the Imams of other scholars, „This is from those 
laws in which Ijtihaad is not appropriate and the judgement is invalid‟. Such 
as the ruling of permissibility to consume that sacrificed animal that was 
slaughtered without the name of Allah, deliberately. And many such rulings 
where a Mujtahid becomes firm in his view even though there is a 
disagreement in it; and he does not pass a verdict of kufr over those who 
disagreed or did not believe in him. This is a rare piece of knowledge which 
I have indicated to you and it must be memorised. From this, many 
problems can be solved in which some people are confused and others 
who were destroyed due to not knowing about it. And Allah Ta‟ala shows 
the straight path to whomsoever He Wills!‟        
9 Imam Ahmad Rida writes, „We said that the existence of an issue is 
conditional of its correctness and, that it alleviates [a person] from its 
responsibility, that is, without its opposite, the existence of its involvement 
becomes a non-issue. The reason for this is that the scholars of Usool have 
indicated that a Fardh is that issue which if it disintegrates, the permissibility 
of it also disintegrates; the permissibility herein actually refers to its 
correctness. It does not mean „Halal‟ [permissibility], because permissibility 
disintegrates when a Waajib disintegrates, even if it is a Waajib Amali. And 
an issue is always a Fardh issue and when its correctness becomes invalid, 
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some issue is obligatory [Fardh] in an action, and without this issue, 

the action becomes invalid; and it is a continuous requirement 

without which the action cannot survive – then this is called Fardh 

„Amali. And if the Mujtahid Imam cannot establish certainty in his 

opinion of a certain issue, in other words there is a possibility of a 

doubt. This is called Waajib „Amali – without which the ruling on the 

action will remain doubtful.10 

                                                                                                                    
it refers to the first meaning [that is, there is a Fardh element in an action, 
and without this element the action becomes invalid]. This is the reason that 
I placed the second restriction of „alleviation from responsibility‟ and its 
elucidation was „without its opposite the existence becomes a non-issue‟ so 
that the Waajib Amali can be eradicated from this meaning.       
10 Shaykh Amjad Ali Al-Azmi has written a summation of this in his Bahaar e 
Shari‟at, in the section preceding the chapter of cleanliness:  
“Fardh I’tiqaadi refers to a command of Shari‟ah which is proven by the 
explicit evidence of the Shari‟ah (in other words by such evidence that is 
clear and beyond any doubt). According to Hanafi Imams, one who denies 
this is clearly a disbeliever. If the obligation of a certain Fardh is a clear 
evident issue in the sight of scholars and laymen alike, then the disbelief of 
such a person is established by Ijma Qati‟ [explicit consensus]. Such an 
individual is not only himself a disbeliever but one who doubts his disbelief, 
is regarded as a disbeliever. Nonetheless, one who deliberately omits any 
Fardh-e-I'tiqaadi, even though it be once, such as Namaaz, Ruku, Sujood, 
without a valid lawful reason, is a faasiq (a transgressor), guilty of having 
committed a major offence and is deserving of the torment of Hell-Fire. 
Fardh ‘Amali is a command of Shari‟ah which does not have proof as 
explicit (as Fardh I‟tiqadi) but in the view of a Mujtahid Imam, it is an 
established issue in accordance with the evidences of the Shari‟ah. Without 
acting upon this issue, a person will not be relieved from responsibility. If 
this is found in any worshipful action, leaving it aside will cause that action 
be invalid and nullified. To deny it without a valid reason is an act of 
transgression and misguidance.  Yes, if someone who is worthy of 
analysing the evidences of Shari‟ah [a scholar who is in the level of a 
Mujtahid] and according to his evidence he differs with a certain issue of 
Fardh „Amali, then this is permissible for him.  For example, the differences 
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It is in Bahr ar-Raaiq, 

“It is in Tahreer that a Fardh is that for which the obligation is 

explicit. In Kaafi, the definition of Fardh has been indicated as 

something which if eradicated, the validity of it becomes 

eradicated. This definition includes every Fardh. By the first 

definition of Fardh, it excludes the extent of performing Masah 

on the head – even though it is Fardh but it is proven by 

implicit evidence [Daleel Dhanni]. But in Kaafi, the definition of 

                                                                                                                    
that exist between the Mujtahid Imams, where one Imam considers 
something to be Fardh but it is not Fardh according to another Imam. For 
example, according to the Hanafi School of thought the Masah (to pass wet 
hands over the head) of one-fourth of the head in Wudhu is Fardh and 
according to the Shaafi‟ school of thought, the masah of one strand of hair 
is sufficient (to fulfil the Fardh); whilst according to the Maaliki jurisprudence 
the Masah of the entire head is Fardh. Another example is that of 
Basmallah: according to the Hanafi school to recite and to make the 
intention for Wudhu is a Sunnah, whereas these are regarded as Fardh 
according to the Hambali and Shaafi‟ schools. There are numerous other 
examples. In Fardh „Amali, every person should adhere to the Imam of 
whom he is a Muqallid (adherent). It is unlawful to follow another Imam 
without a legitimate reason. 
Waajib I’tiqaadi is that which is proven to be essential through Daleel 
Dhanni. Fardh „Amali and Waajib „Amali, both are two categories of Waajib 
I‟tiqaadi. It is limited to these two categories. 
Waajib ‘Amali is that Waajib ‟Itiqaadi that by not fulfilling it, there is a 
probability that one will be relieved of its responsibility. However, its 
necessity (to be fulfilled) is preponderant [Dhann Ghaalib]. If a Waajib 
'Amali is omitted in any worshipful action where it is required to be fulfilled, 
then without it, such an action will be regarded to be defective but it will still 
be valid. A Mujtahid can disagree with a Waajib in light of evidence of the 
Shari‟ah. To intentionally omit a Waajib once is a minor sin and to do so 
more often is a major sin.” (Bahaar e Shari’at, 2nd Section, Volume 1, 
Chapter of Tahaarah)     
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Fardh has been indicated on the virtue of its ruling, and due to 

it, the obligation subsists. In Fiqh and Usool e Fiqh, it is clear 

from the writings of the Imams that Fardh is of two categories: 

a) Qati‟ee [explicit/certainty] and b) Dhanni [implicit]. In term 

of actions [a‟mal], Dhanni is taken as Qati‟ee because if it is 

eradicated, the validity of it is also eradicated. Hence, the 

extent of the Masah on the head is Fardh e Dhanni. If one 

refers to Fardh on its own, then it refers to Fardh e Qat‟ee 

because it is a complete entity on its own. The strong implicit 

evidence [Daleel Dhanni Qawi] proves an obligation 

[fardhiyyat] and the implicit evidence only [Daleel Dhanni] 

proves a compulsion [wujoob]. The difference between the 

two is an area of specificity [khususiyyat al maqaam]. It is not 

necessary to say that a denier of a Fardh is subjected to 

disbelief because his ruling is specific for Fardh e Qat‟ee 

which is known to be from the Deen inherently. It is in 

Nihaaya, that it is permissible for the extent of Masah – being 

a Fardh – to be from the interpretation of a Waajib act, 

because both are equal in implementing a necessary action. 

This has been opposed on the basis of the fact that there is 

no Waajib action [Waajib Amali]11 in Wudhu, according to the 

agreement of the Imams. The reply to this opposition is 

provided, for which the negation is agreed upon, as follows: 

that a Waajib is such an element that eradicating it does not 

eradicate the action‟s validity, rather it brings about a defect. 

And there is much argument on this Waajib – eradicating it 

                                                             
11 The exception is that of Imam Ibn Humaam who disagreed in this stance 
and Imam Ahmad Rida elucidated his disagreement. This discussion is 
mentioned in detail in the later section of this journal. 
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causes the validity it be eradicated. Therefore there is no 

opposition.”12  

Allama Sayyid Tahtaawi states in Haashiya Durr e Mukhtaar at the 

aforementioned paragraph on the words „The difference between the 

two is an area of specificity [khususiyyat al maqaam]‟ as follows, 

“From the passage of An-Nahr al-Faaiq it is seen that the 

proof of Fardh e „Amali is more robust.”13  

This understanding is also attained from the paragraph of Bahr ar-

Raaiq that states: a strong implicit evidence which proves a Fardh, 

and an implicit evidence which proves a Waajib, the difference 

between the two will be based on the area of specificity. The first 

implicit evidence is confined to „strong‟ and the latter is not confined 

to this restriction. This does not mean that both evidences are equal 

in its strength. Then, the entity being a Fardh is indicated by the 

phrase: area of specificity [khususiyat al Maqaam]. If this evidence is 

not more robust than an evidence of Waajib, then what is the 

meaning of specificity that promotes the act of Fardh? The meaning 

of area of specificity [khususiyat al Maqaam] is that there are many 

sources at the dispensation of a Mujtahid Imam who utilizes it in the 

face of certain matters. This causes an implicit evidence to acquire 

strength to such an extent that it attains the higher position near the 

pedestal of explicit evidence. This robust evidence then proves an 

entity that is regarded to be Fardh A‟mali. This is the meaning of the 

passage from Bahr. 

I say, with the Mercy of my Lord, that the explicitness [Qat‟ee] is of 

three types: a) general, b) specific and c) precise. 
                                                             
12 Bahr ar-Raaiq, Kitaab At-Tahaarah 
13 Tahtaawi ala Ad-Durr al-Mukhtaar 
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a) General type, in which the laymen [awaam] and 

clergymen/scholars [khawwaas] are both equal. This is the 

definition of the necessities of the religion [Dharuriyaat e 

Deen]. 

b) Specific type, for that individual who possesses 

knowledgeable experience. This is the definition found for 

all those Fardh I‟tiqaadi upon which all the Imams are in 

agreement. 

c) Precise type, attaining it has difference of opinion between 

the scholars, like in the second type in which there is 

difference between the laymen and clergymen.  

Sometimes, a scholar has many sources at his dispensation and his 

attention towards them, from his perspective, causes the implicit 

evidence to reach the platform of certainty [explicitness/Qat‟ee]. 

Whereas, the same is not available for another scholar, or it may be 

that the sources are evident but there are other sources also in his 

knowledge that are contradictory, and this causes the evidence to 

return to its implicit stage. An example of this is that of a Companion 

who hears a matter directly from the Prophet ا, whereas the same 

matter is heard by a Taabi‟ from this Companion. From this, we see 

that the matter is explicit [Qat‟ee] for the Companion but implicit 

[Dhanni] for others. Hence, a Mujtahid only declares something to be 

Fardh if he has attained certainty about it. If all the Mujtahid Imams 

have certainty about this, then this entity becomes Fardh I‟tiqaadi. 

And if only a specific Mujtahid Imam has certainty, then it is Fardh 

A‟mali. This is the explanation that has become manifest upon me 

and I hope that if Allah Ta‟ala Wills, this investigation is the correct 

one. I have indicated towards it when informing about this matter. 
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Allama Shaami has stated in Minhatul Khaaiq in reference to the 

paragraph from Bahr after narrating the statements from Nihaaya 

and Sharah Qahistaani, 

“It should not be hidden that this issue [that Fardh is of two 

types: Qat‟ee and Dhanni] is contrary to the consensual 

definition issued by the scholars of Usool that a Fardh is 

something which is proven by an explicit evidence in which 

there is no form of doubt.”14     

Thereafter, he [Imam Shaami] narrated the passage from Usool 

Bazdawi and provided references of Mughni, Muntakhab, Tanqeeh, 

Talweeh, Tahreer and Manaar and so forth. 

I say that this disagreement of Allama Shaami does not befit his 

great personality – may Allah Ta‟ala have mercy on him. The 

passage from Bahr indicates the terminology of Fiqh. The 

terminology of Usool e Fiqh cannot be determined contrary to it, 

whereas Allama Shaami himself has narrated from Talweeh in his 

Minhatul Khaaiq and Radd Al-Muhtaar, 

“The entity which is proven from implicit evidence is used for 

Fardh; and that which is proven from explicit evidence is used 

for Waajib. These terminologies are well-known and found in 

general instances. For example, the juristic scholars [fuqaha] 

say that Witr is Waajib Fardh and the composition of praying 

postures [ta‟deel e arkaan] is from the Fardh. Such entities 

are called Fardh A‟mali. Hence, the word „Waajib‟ has three 

connotations: a) that which is Fardh theoretically [in belief] 

and practically [in action], such as the Fajr prayer, b) that 

                                                             
14 Mihatul Khaaiq Ala Bahr Ar-Raaiq 
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implicit entity which is Fardh in the realm of action [but not in 

belief], such as the Witr prayer, so much so that if one 

remembers that he has not offered his Witr like his Esha, then 

his Fajr prayer is not sound c) that implicit entity which is 

lower than the practical Fardh [of action] but higher than a 

Sunnah, such as the recitation of Surah Fatiha, if it is missed 

then the prayer does not become invalid but Sajdah Sahw 

becomes necessary.”15 

As I have mentioned earlier that there is no place of doubt anymore. 

In the view of a specific Mujtahid Imam, a Fardh has eventually been 

proven from explicit evidence [Daleel Qat‟ee], even though this is not 

the case in the view of another Mujtahid Imam. Wherever it is stated 

„without a doubt‟ in the definition of a Fardh, is true in this instance 

due to the numerous sources available for a Mujtahid Imam, in 

whose view the implicit has attained explicit evidence.  

It is in Durr al-Mukhtaar, 

“Fardh is that entity for which the obligation is explicit. The 

denier of a Fardh will be regarded to be a disbeliever, such as 

the Masah itself of the head [and not the extent of Masah 

because there is differences of opinion in it]. And sometimes 

the Fardh is related to Fardh „Amali, and this is that entity 

which if eradicated, eradicates the soundness of it, such as 

the extent of things in Fardh entities determined through 

deduction [ijtihaad] – such as the opinion of the Hanafis that 

                                                             
15 Mihatul Khaaiq Ala Bahr Ar-Raaiq, Kitaab At-Tahaara 
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Masah is Fardh on a quarter of the head. Denying this does 

not cause someone to become a disbeliever.”16             

It is in Radd al-Muhtaar, 

“The upshot of this discussion is that Dalaail Sam‟eeyyah17 is 

of four categories: 

1. “The proof [thaboot] and its denotation [dalaalat], both being 

explicit [Qat‟ee], such as the detailed and clear commands 

of the Holy Qur‟an, and that mass-transmitted Sunnah 

[mutawaatirah] for which the understanding is explicit. 

2. The proof is explicit but the denotation is implicit [Dhanni], 

such as those verses of the Holy Qur‟an which are 

interpreted.  

3. The proof is implicit but the denotation is explicit, such as 

those mono-transmitted narrations [Akhbaar e Aahaad] for 

which the understanding is explicit.  

4. The proof and denotation both are implicit, such as those 

mono-transmitted narrations for which the understanding is 

implicit.” 

“From the first category, Fardh [obligatory] and Haraam 

[prohibition] entities will be proven. From the second and third 

categories, entities that are Waajib [compulsory] and Makrooh 

Tahrimi [highly disliked] will be proven. From the fourth 

category, entities that are Sunnah [recommended] and 

Mustahab [preferable] will be proven. Sometimes, the implicit 

                                                             
16 Durr al-Mukhtaar 
17 Textual evidence, or Dalaail e Sam‟eeyya, which has been heard from 
the scholars over the chain of narration until it reaches the Messenger of 
Allah ا. 
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evidence acquires strength in the view of a Mujtahid Imam, 

which then attains the stage near the explicit evidence. The 

Mujtahid Imam gives this a name: Fardh „Amali, because the 

entity being a Waajib is regarded as a Fardh. This is known 

as Waajib also because the evidence of it is essentially 

implicit. So this entity is stronger in the two categories of 

Waajib but weaker than the two categories of Fardh. And at 

other times, a mono-transmitted narration reaches the stage 

of the explicit evidence in the view of a Mujtahid Imam. 

Hence, the juristic scholars say that if a mono-transmitted 

narration has been accepted by the Mujtahid Imams, then one 

is able to establish a religious foundation [Rukn] through it. 

Hence, to halt [wuqoof] in Arafat is from the foundation of Hajj 

through the statement of the Prophet ا: „Hajj is Arafah‟.”18 

Thereafter, he mentioned the passage from Talweeh.  

This entire essay is found in Haashiya Tahtaawi ala al-Durr al-

Mukhtaar as a conclusion of the passage from An-Nahr Al-Faaiq, 

except for the statement: “And at other times, a mono-transmitted 

narration reaches the stage of the explicit evidence”. To elaborate 

the difference between Fardh „Amali and Waajib „Amali, this is 

sufficient. The beginning of this essay similar to the way of Bahr Ar-

Raaqi where it is stated that an implicit attains closeness to explicit 

evidence, and the conclusion of this essay and the Hadith of Arafah 

indicate which I had earlier mentioned, and only Allah Ta‟ala is the 

One Who enables.  

However, there are many arguments in relation to this essay that will 

cause this paper to become very lengthy, if they are evaluated. But it 

is opportune to indicate that Allama Shaami has followed the way of 

                                                             
18 Radd Al-Muhtaar, Kitaab At-Tahaarah 
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Tahtaawi, an-Nahr Faaiq and many juristic scholars; to differentiate 

between Waajib [compulsory], Sunnah [recommended] and 

Isitihbaab/Mustahab [preferable]. This was done by saying that a 

Waajib is proven when its proof or implication is Dhanni [implicit]. A 

Sunnah or Istihbaab is proven when its proof and implication are 

both Dhanni. This difference is not correct and not worthy of 

acceptance, because for a proof or denotation to be implicit, it does 

not necessarily imply that its Talab19 degrades from the stages of its 

presumption [Dhann] and inclination [rijhaan]20. The basis of a 

Waajib is only on this fact that the process is Dhanni and raajih 

[inclined towards]. The difference between the first and the last is a 

matter decided solely on the Talab. Sometimes the Talab is 

obligatory and well-established and this provides us a ruling of a 

Waajib, irrespective of whether the proof is Dhanni or evidence is 

Dhanni or both are Dhanni. At other times, the Talab is based on 

advice and ethics and this provides us a ruling of Mustahab or 

Sunnah, even if the proof and evidence is Qat‟ee and provides 

certainty. This is because the certainty is limited to advice and ethics 

instead of Talab in which case the Mukallaf21 would become 

bounded. This is very clear and this is from those things which 

became evident on this weak servant. 

                                                             
19 Talab is the command of the Shari‟ah which it imposes on the people. 
20 The understanding behind an implicit proof or evidence is that it is implied 
or presumed. Therefore, this presumption remains where it is, and it does 
not differ based on decreased inclination towards a specific evidence or 
proof.    
21 A sane and mature Muslim male, or female, who is bound by the laws of 
the sacred Shari‟ah.    
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I then saw in Fathul-Qadeer of the elite research scholar [Muhaqqiq 

Alal Itlaaq]22 the same supposition of what I have inclined towards 

and he indicated towards that upon which I have placed my 

confidence. After the consideration of whether the Tasmiya23 is 

compulsory in Wudhu or not, he states: 

“There is an objection in the directive made by the juristic 

scholars that Dalaail e Sam‟eeyah is of four categories. The 

fourth category is that in which the proof and evidence are 

both implicit [Dhanni], and its ruling is implied for the Sunnah 

and Mustahab entities. The Hadith of Basmallah is from this 

category [in other words, the Hadith of the Prophet ا when 

he said that a person does not have Wudhu if he does not 

take the Name of Allah, this Hadith being that of a mono-

transmitted narration has a possibility of negating the purpose 

of saying Bismillah on the basis of virtue].”  

Imam Ibn Humaam continues,  

“Some juristic scholars have elucidated that the compulsion of 

reciting Surah Al-Fatiha in prayer does not arise from the 

narration in which the Prophet ا has said: „There is no prayer 

except with the recitation of Surah Fatiha‟24. Rather, it is 

compulsory because the Prophet ا practiced it regularly and 

did not leave it out.” Imam Ibn Humam then said, “If Dhanni 

evidence means that there are multiple meanings attached to 

                                                             
22 Referring to Imam Kamaaluddin ibn Muhammad, known as Imam ibn 
Humaam Al-Hanafi Al-Misri [d.861 AH]. His work, Fathul-Qadeer, is a 
cornerstone commentary of Hanafi magnum opus, Al-Hidaayah.  
23 Recitation of Bismillah 
24 Sahih Al-Bukhari, Hadith 756  
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it, then we accept this formula [since a Waajib cannot be 

established on the basis of doubt].”25 

If there is a doubt in either proof or evidence, then this is sufficient to 

signal a depreciation of evidentiary proof from the pedestal of 

Waajib. After seeing the confrontation between the jurists, we see 

that there is no room for this doubt, that is; they allocated one 

category of heedful evidence in which the proof is Dhanni but 

evidence is Qat‟ee and another category to be vice versa, in which 

the proof is Qat‟ee but evidence is Dhanni. Therefore, understand 

that the word Dhanni refers to its Islamic lexicological definition, and 

not literal definition which is „doubt‟. 

Imam Ibn Humam says, 

“We do not consider these two Hadith narrations to be based 

on common evidence for two meanings. Rather, in these two 

Hadith narrations the negation on the basis of completeness 

[of Wudhu] which is a possibility that clearly elucidates an 

imagination [that is, the possibility of negating the 

completeness of Wudhu is not simply a doubt, but it is unreal]. 

This is because in both of these narrations, the negation is 

based on the Wudhu and prayer. Now if we say that the 

negation is not focused on the essence of the entity itself but 

rather it is towards its ruling [of completeness], then we will 

have to conclude that wherever the ruling of negation is 

found, it is indicative of its validity. For this metaphor is closer 

to the reality – due to which the meaning of the Hadith will be 

that the Wudhu and prayer are both unsound. And if we say, 

that the negation is focused on the essence of the entity itself, 

                                                             
25 Fathul-Qadeer, Kitaab At-Tahaarah 
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because these entities [Wudhu and prayer] are from the 

realities of the sacred Law, there is no reliability in them. So 

even if they exist apparently, they cease to exist in the first 

place. In this case, our motive becomes evident. In both 

instances, to take the view of negation of completeness of 

Wudhu or prayer [by not reciting Bismillah and Fatiha, 

respectively] is an oblivious possibility, which cannot be 

accepted without sensible evidence. If the nature of implicit 

evidence is that which the opposition suggests, even if such 

possibility is that of subjugated statement, then we consider 

this principle to be incorrect [that is, the evidence of this 

nature supposedly provides the ruling of Sunnah and 

Mustahab, and not Waajib. Rather, (in our view), this 

evidence does provide a ruling for Waajib because it is an 

evident view in accordance to agreement; even if both proof 

and its evidentiary proof are implicit]. The reason for [us not 

accepting the ruling of Sunnah or Mustahab] is that in the 

sphere Ijtihaadi [deduction] evidences of the sacred Law, the 

obedience to implicitness [Dhann] is Waajib, and the 

relationship of a Dhann is with the evident possibility [ihtimaal 

e raajih]. This is the reason that the ruling is of Waajib if 

anything is associated with evident possibility. The author 

[Imam Marghinaani] has adopted the same view for the 

recitation of Surah Fatiha. After providing the view of Imam 

Shaafi‟, the author indicates that our evidence is the 

statement of Allah Ta‟ala: „Read from the Qur‟an that is easy 

for you‟26. It is not permissible to exercise further emphasis on 

this ruling with a Hadith that is mono-transmitted [i.e. to make 

it Fardh]. Yes, from this Hadith, the compulsion of the action 

                                                             
26 Qur‟an, [73:20] 
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becomes evident, and we follow this view, and this is 

correct.”27                

From this passage, we come to realize that textual evidence [Dalaail 

e Sam‟eeya] is of nine categories, each has two routes: 

1. Proof [thaboot] 

2. Verification [ithbaat]  

Each of these two routes has three possibilities: 

a. Certainty [yaqeeni] 

b. Implicit [Dhanni] 

c. Doubtful [mashkook] 

In this way, there are nine categories:  

       1. Thaboot Qat‟ee Ithbaat Qat‟ee,  

2. Thaboot Qat‟ee Ithbaat Dhanni,  

3. Thaboot Qat‟ee Ithbaat Mashkook,  

4. Thaboot Dhanni Ithbaat Qat‟ee,  

5. Thaboot Dhanni Ithbaat Dhanni,  

6. Thaboot Dhanni Ithbaat Mashkook,  

7. Thaboot Mashkook Ithbaat Qat‟ee,  

8. Thaboot Mashkook Ithbaat Dhanni,  

9. Thaboot Mashkook Ithbaat Mashkook.  

 

From these nine, five cases are such in which there is a doubt in 

either routes [3,6,7,8, and 9]: an entity of this nature will not prove 

anything beyond a Sunnah or Isitihbaab, even if these are based on 

evidence that are established [jaazim]. And the other four categories, 

                                                             
27 Fathul-Qadeer, Imam Ibn Humaam Al-Hanafi 
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if they are based on un-established evidences, then too, nothing 

more than Sunnah or Istihbaab can be proven. And if the evidence is 

established, and both routes are of certainty [yaqeeni], then only 

Fardh will be proven, otherwise Waajib will be proven.  

It is also well established that Sunnah cannot be proven on the basis 

of doubt, otherwise a doubtful statement will be forced to be 

attributed to the Prophet ا. This is the reason that Shaykh 

Muhaqqiq [ibn Humaam] has determined and his students in Hilya 

have elaborated that a Sunnah cannot be established based on a 

weak Hadith. Hence, in Fathul Qadeer, it is investigated that the 

Friday bath [Ghusl] is a Mustahab action, not a Sunnah. 

It written ahead of this,  

“Similarly, other types of Ghusl [of Eid, Arafah and Ihraam] 

will be deduced. The ruling on the secondary entities will also 

have the same ruling as that of the primary entity, and that is, 

it is Istihbaab. As for the narration in As-Sunan of Ibn Ma‟ajah 

in which it is related that the Prophet ا used to bath on the 

day of Eid28, and the narration from Fakah ibn Sa‟ad ص that 

the Prophet ا used to bath on the Day of Arafah, Day of Eid-

al-Adha and Day of Eid-al-Fitr. Then it should be known that 

these narrations are weak as attested by Imam Nawawi and 

others.”29  

We come to realize from this passage of Hadrat Muhaqqiq that since 

both narrations are weak, it will not provide the benefit of 

                                                             
28 Sunan Ibn Ma‟jah, Hadith 1098 
29 Fathul-Qadeer, Kitaab At-Tahaarah, Fasl Fil Ghusl 
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establishing a Sunnah. Similarly, in Hilya, the Friday bath has been 

indicated as Sunnah but then it is stated,  

-“And the bath of the days of Eid will be considered to be 

Sunnah if we say that the Hadith in relation to it has reached 

us with many chains and therefore acquires the pedestal of 

soundness [Hasan], otherwise it will be considered to be 

Mustahab.” 30          

We have indicated this in our literature: „Al-Haad Al-Kaaf fi Hukm Ad-

Du‟aaf‟; in which we have established, beyond doubt, that a weak 

Hadith can prove a Mustahab entity.  

Doubt in Ithbaat is the same as a doubt in thaboot, therefore a more 

comprehensive and beneficial division of this subject will be to say 

that those evidences which are based on the command of the 

Shari‟ah [talab] are of three categories: 

1. That in which there is no emphasis but simply advice 

[Targhib] 

2. That in which there is emphasis with advice [Taakid 

Targhib] 

3. That in which Talab is conclusive [Jaazim] 

Therefore, each of these will have nine subcategories, as previously 

indicated. Hence, all in all, there are now twenty-seven [27] 

categories: 

1. Talab Targhib Thaboot Qat‟ee Ithbaat Qat‟ee 

2. Talab Targhib Thaboot Qat‟ee Ithbaat Dhanni 

3. Talab Targhib Thaboot Qat‟ee Ithbaat Mashkook 

                                                             
30 Hilyatul Muhalli Sharah Muniyatil Musalli 
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4. Talab Targib Thaboot Dhanni Ithbaat Qat‟ee 

5. Talab Targhib Thaboot Dhanni Ithbaat Dhanni 

6. Talab Targhib Thaboot Dhanni Ithbaat Mashkook 

7. Talab Targhib Thaboot Mashkook Ithbaat Qat‟ee 

8. Talab Targhib Thaboot Mashkook Ithbaat Dhanni 

9. Talab Targhib Thaboot Mashkook Ithbaat Mashkook 

10. Talab Taakid Targhib Thaboot Qat‟ee Ithbaat Qat‟ee 

11. Talab Taakid Targhib Thaboot Qat‟ee Ithbaat Dhanni 

12. Talab Taakid Targhib Thaboot Qat‟ee Ithbaat Mashkook 

13. Talab Taakid Targib Thaboot Dhanni Ithbaat Qat‟ee 

14. Talab Taakid Targhib Thaboot Dhanni Ithbaat Dhanni 

15. Talab Taakid Targhib Thaboot Dhanni Ithbaat Mashkook 

16. Talab Taakid Targhib Thaboot Mashkook Ithbaat Qat‟ee 

17. Talab Taakid Targhib Thaboot Mashkook Ithbaat Dhanni 

18. Talab Taakid Targhib Thaboot Mashkook Ithbaat Mashkook 

19. Talab Jaazim Thaboot Qat‟ee Ithbaat Qat‟ee 

20. Talab Jaazim Thaboot Qat‟ee Ithbaat Dhanni 

21. Talab Jaazim Thaboot Qat‟ee Ithbaat Mashkook 

22. Talab Jaazim Thaboot Dhanni Ithbaat Qat‟ee 

23. Talab Jaazim Thaboot Dhanni Ithbaat Dhanni 

24. Talab Jaazim Thaboot Dhanni Ithbaat Mashkook 

25. Talab Jaazim Thaboot Mashkook Ithbaat Qat‟ee 

26. Talab Jaazim Thaboot Mashkook Ithbaat Dhanni 

27. Talab Jaazim Thaboot Mashkook Ithbaat Mashkook      

From these only a single branch is that in which Fardh is established 

and that is where the Talab is Jaazim and Thaboot and Ithbaat, both 

are Qat‟ee [number 19]. Three are instances in which Waajib is 

established and those are: when the Talab is Jaazim and Thaboot or 

Ithbaat or both are Dhanni [numbers 20, 22, 23]. Four are instances 

in which Sunnah is established and those are: when the Talab is 
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Taakid Targhib and Thaboot or Ithbaat are either both Qat‟ee, or 

both are Dhanni, or one is Dhanni and the other is Qat‟ee [numbers 

10, 11, 13 and 14]. And the rest of the 19 instances are where the 

Mustahab is established, and this is when the Thaboot and Ithbaat or 

one of the two have doubts [numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 15, 

16, 17, 18, 21, 24, 25, 26 and 27]. 

Use the same formula to deduce the establishment of the rulings for 

Haraam, Makrooh Tahrimi and Khilaaf e Awla – one will not go 

wrong. This is that beneficial and solid investigation which may not 

be found anywhere else. So understand them and memorize them31.    

From this32 it has come to be ascertained that Fardh I‟tiqaadi is the 

greatest and the most elevated entity33, both types [Fardh I‟tiqaadi 

                                                             
31 This investigation of Imam Ahmad Rida Al-Qaadiri is that which allows 
him to be that unique and elite jurist of Islam which the Islamic world had 
not seen in the previous three centuries. This investigative methodology of 
deriving rulings from the textual evidence is the highlight of this journal. An 
aspiring Mufti must know these principles by memorisation.     
32 The following must be understood in order to understand the words of 
Imam Ahmad Rida Khan which will soon follow. In the subject of Mantiq 
[logic], the scholars maintain certain rules when connotations between two 
things need to be understood, and they are four such rules:  
A. Tasaawi: The rule of one thing is applicable to the rule of another 

thing, entirely and vice versa. For example, Human beings can talk. 
This is applicable for all human beings that they all have been issued 
with the ability to speak and those who speak are human beings. The 
object about which this connection is related is called Mutasaawi [pl. 
Mutasaawiyaat].  

B. Aam Khaas Mutlaq: The rule of one thing is applicable to the rule of 
another thing entirely but this is not applicable vice versa. For 
example, Human beings are mammals. It is true that all the human 
beings are mammals but to say that all the mammals are human 
beings will be incorrect, because there are animals which are 
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and „Amali] are Mubaayin to Waajib I‟tiqaadi. Whereas, in relation to 

Fardh „Amali, Waajib I‟tiqaadi is Khaas Mutlaq, because every Fardh 

„Amali is Waajib I‟tiqaadi but not the vice versa. Waajib „Amali is 

Mubaayin to the two types of Fardh, and in relation to Waajib 

I‟tiqaadi, Waajib „Amali is Aam Mutlaq, that every Waajib „Amali is 

Waajib I‟tiqaadi but not the vice versa34. 

I also further say that this relationship is based on the categories of 

Amali [from Fardh and Waajib] if it is taken on the basis of bashart e 

Laa; as it is understood by our scholars. And if it is taken on laa 

Bashart; then Fardh „I‟tiqaadi is aam mutlaq in relation to Fardh 

„Amali and it is aam mutlaq min wajha in relation to Waajib „I‟tiqaadi. 

This is because Fardh I‟tiqaadi is Fardh „Amali but it is not Waajib 

I‟tiqaadi. According to the first meaning, Waajib „Amali is Waajib 

I‟tiqaadi but it is not Fardh „Amali. Fardh „Amali is a confluence of 

both, according to the first meaning. However, in the second 

meaning Waajib „Amali is completely related in entirety [musaawi] to 

Waajib I‟tiqaadi. This will cause the statement between belief, 

compulsion, compulsion of action and the proposed action without 

belief; to become all defective. Therefore, the first meaning is to be 

                                                                                                                    
mammals but they are not human. Here, the humans will be Khaas 
Mutlaq [restricted] and mammal is Aam Mutlaq [general].   

C. Aam Mutlaq min Wajha: The rule of one thing is partially applicable to 
the rule of another thing and vice versa. For example, Animals are 
white in colour. Here it is true that some animals are white in colour, 
and it is also true that some white colour creatures are animals. We 
use a partial connotation here on both instances. 

D. Tabaayun: The rule of one thing is not applicable to the other in either 
way. This is the opposite of Tasaawi. For example, Human beings do 
not speak. The object about which this connection is related is called 
Mubaayin [pl. Mutabaayinaan].         

33 That is, an entity from the commands of the Shari‟ah. 
34 See footnote 31.  
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taken for it is the common understanding between the scholars, and 

from Allah is all ability.  
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Fardh I’tiqaadi 

In Wudhu, there are four Faraaidh I‟tiqaadi. In other words, there are 

four creedal pillars. Fardh I‟tiqaadi has been allocated as a pillar 

because the word „Fardh‟ is in general terms. The basis of a Fardh is 

Rukn [pillar] and Shart [condition], as it is mentioned in Durr al-

Mukhtaar. But it is also on such basis which is neither a pillar nor a 

condition – for example, the maintenance of the sequence in a single 

unit of prayer: the prostration before the sitting posture, the bowing 

before the prostration, the recitation of the Qur‟an before the bowing, 

and the standing posture before the recitation. This sequence must 

be maintained for it is obligatory [Fardh] but it is neither a pillar nor a 

condition of prayer, as it is mentioned in Shaami in reference to 

Ghuniya. Perhaps there may be an alternate position to this reality 

but this may have been maintained by them [Shaami and Ghuniya] 

since these actions are a means between the entry and exit of 

necessary postures. 

1st Fardh I’tiqaadi 

To wash the face: that is, in terms of the vertical length of the face, 

from the point where the forehead begins until the place where the 

lower teeth of the mouth are fixated [the depression below the chin 

bone]; and in terms of the horizontal width of the face, from one ear 

until the other ear. There are ten exceptions in this area: 

1. Eyeballs 

2. The space inside the lower lid of the eyes 

According to the consensus, to wash these two areas is not even 

Mustahab, leave aside Fardh. Two Imams, Hazrat Abdullah ibn 

Umar ص and Hazrat Abdullah ibn Abbas ص exaggerated in this [that 
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is, they used to wash their eyeballs and the space within the lower 

eyelids] due to which their eyesight diminished.  

3. If the eyes are closed tightly, the area that is covered in this 

instance, and if the eyes are closed lightly, the area that is 

exposed in this instance – there is a disagreement about 

washing this area.  

The evident view [Zaahir ar-Riwaayah] is that it is not compulsory to 

wash this area, for if a person closes his eyes tightly, his Wudhu will 

be completed. Others have stated that the Wudhu will not be valid. It 

is in Radd Al-Muhtaar: 

“If both eyes are closed tightly, it is not valid [Bahr Ar-Raaiq] 

but Allama Muqaddasi has stated in the commentary of Kanz, 

that the evident view is that it is permissible. Imam 

Sharnablaali has maintained this position.”35  

May Allah bestow mercy upon Sayyid Shaami! The passage from 

Bahr ar-Raaiq is as follows: 

“In this way, it is mentioned in Mujtaba; the eyes will not be 

washed with water, and there is no harm in closing the eyes 

when washing the face. The erudite scholar, Ibrahim ibn 

Ahmad said: „If both eyes are closed tightly, then it is not 

permissible‟”.36 

From this passage, we see that the actual position [of Bahr ar-Raaiq] 

is that it is permissible. The position of impermissibility is that of 

Ibrahim ibn Ahmad. This point must be remembered. 

                                                             
35 Radd al-Muhtaar, Faraaid al-Wudhu 
36 Bahr ar-Raaiq, Faraaidh al-Wudhu 
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4. Both lips.  

Some said that lips are part of the mouth and to wash the mouth in 

Wudhu is Sunnah. It is mentioned in Bahr ar-Raaiq: 

“Except for the lips, for it is stated that it is part of the 

mouth.”37  

5. Eyebrows 

6. Moustache 

7. The skin of labio-mental groove [the area between the 

lower lip and chin]. Some said that even if the hair is found 

patchy over the area and the skin can be seen, it is not 

necessary to wash this area.  

It is in Durr Al-Mukhtaar: 

“It is mentioned in Burhaan that is Waajib38 to wash that area 

of the skin which is not covered by the hair, such as the 

eyebrows, moustache and the area between the lower lip and 

chin”39 

8. The skin beneath a thick beard, it is not necessary to wash 

that skin. 

9. The entire beard itself, and there are nine variants of 

statements in its regard. 

It is stated that the entire beard, or one-third of it, or one-fourth of it, 

or the Masah of that portion which is attached to the skin, or washing 

                                                             
37 Bahr ar-Raaiq, Faraaidh al-Wudhu 
38 This means it is not Fardh, but a Waajib.  
39 Durr al-Mukhtaar, Faraaidh al-Wudhu 
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of all the above. This totals eight variants. The ninth variant is that of 

nothing, which is mentioned in Radd Al-Muhtaar.40        

10. Skin beneath the sideburns, if the hair of the beard [or from 

the head] is present. There is a narration from Imam Abu 

Yusuf that it is not necessary to wash this place is not 

necessary.  

It is in Durr al-Mukhtaar,  

“The portion between the face and ear is necessary to wash, 

and the verdict is given on this view.”41 

In Radd al-Muhtaar, 

“It is from Badaai‟ that according to Imam Abu Yusuf it is not 

Waajib, and it is evident that his view is contrary [Bahr]. The 

disagreement is in a man who has a beard, but for a woman, 

a beardless youth and that adult whose beard does not grow, 

for them it is with agreement that it is Waajib to wash this 

area”.42                              

In this case of Imam Abu Yusuf, it is indicated that if the hair is 

present in that area [then it is not Waajib to wash], but this does not 

refer to that hair present in that portion of the body itself; as some 

have assumed that water should reach the portion beneath the hair 

of the beard. Rather, we are indicating towards that area which is the 

posterior area of the beard [sideburn] which is known as i‟zaar in 

Arabic. Between this area and the ear, there is a space of clear skin 

                                                             
40 Radd al-Muhtaar, Faraaidh al-Wudhu 
41 Durr al-Mukhtaar, Faraaidh al-Wudhu 
42 Radd al-Muhtaar, Faraaidh al-Wudhu 
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on which hair does not grow. The actual disagreement is about 

washing this area for a person with a beard, that it is not necessary 

according to the aforementioned narration. But according to the 

evident view [Zaahir ar-Riwaayah] and the trusted verdict [Madhab 

Mu‟tamad] of the Hanafi school is that it is Fardh to wash this clear 

portion. 

The erudite Imam, Abul Barkaat Abdullah Nasafi, states in Kaafi 

Sharah Waafi, 

“The area of whiteness between the face and the tragus of 

the ear is part of the face. To wash this area is Waajib 

according to the Tarafayn43. Imam Abu Yusuf has disagreed 

in this case because the skin on which the hair grows, it is not 

necessary for water to reach the skin. Therefore, if something 

is further away from this portion, it will not be necessary to 

wash that area in terms of logic. Tarafayn have stated that the 

reason why the portion is not Waajib to wash is because there 

is hair, but the portion in which there is no hair, the ruling will 

return to its original verdict [of being necessary].”44     

According to the narration from Imam Darul Hijrah Sayyiduna Imam 

Maalik ص, it is not necessary at all to wash this particular area. It is in 

Mizaan Ash-Shari‟atul Kubra of the knower of Allah, Sayyidi Abdul 

Wahhaab Sha‟raani, 

“All three Imams [Imam Abu Hanifa, Imam Shaafi‟ and Imam 

Ahmad] state that the clear portion between the beard and the 

                                                             
43 Tarafayn refers to Imam Abu Hanifa and Imam Muhammad. Saahibayn 
refers to Imam Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad. Shaykhayn refers to 
Imam Abu Hanifa and Imam Abu Yusuf.  
44 Kaafi Sharah Waafi 
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ear is part of the face. Whereas, Imam Maalik and Imam Abu 

Yusuf state, that it is not part of the face, therefore it is not 

necessary to wash this portion of the face during Wudhu”45  

This is mentioned in the same way in Rahmatul Ummah Fi Ikhtilaaf 

al-A‟imma.  

As far as the statement of Imam Abu Yusuf is concerned, then you 

will have known that it is in accordance to the majority of scholars. 

And those narrations which are rare are not absolute in this regard 

rather they are dependent on detail. And a person of the house is 

more aware of the things in his house. As for Imam Maalik, then I 

have seen in the books of his Madhab, such as Sharah Muqaddima 

Ishmaawiya of Ibn Turki, in which it is stated that the length of the 

face is from the point where the forehead begins until the end of the 

chin, and the width of the face is from one ear to the other ear. In the 

footnotes of this Sharah, Allama Safati has stated: “The portion 

between the face and the ears, that clear portion that is in front of the 

ear, it is Waajib to wash this portion because it is part of the face.” 

There is another exception at this stage which will be indicated in the 

discussion of the second type of Fardh.   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
45 Mizaan Al-Kubra 
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2nd Fardh I’tiqaadi 

To wash both arms from the nails to the elbows: there are three 

exceptions in this case.  

1. To wash the elbows itself. According to Imam Zufar – may 

Allah Ta‟ala have mercy on him – it is not necessary. 

2. Those things which are generally or specifically required by 

people and abstaining from it is problematic, for it to remain 

under the nails or over it or anywhere [on the skin], even if it 

is tangible, and water is unable to reach beneath it – will not 

be an obstruction in fulfilling the Fardh I‟tiqaadi [in other 

words, the Fardh will be fulfilled even if these things are 

found on the skin or nails anywhere over the arms]. Such 

as, flour for the purpose of cooking, for those who are chefs 

or prepare food, paint for the painters, the henna for the 

women, ink for the writers, mud for the laborers, the stain of 

antimony [surma] in the corner of the eyes or in between 

the eyelashes, and the daily accumulation of dead skin cells 

on the skin, the discharge of flies, mosquitoes and so forth, 

for the general people.  

It is in Durr al-Mukhtaar,  

“The discharge of flies and houseflies, under which the water 

does is unable to reach, and the henna if it is solidified, does 

not become an obstruction for cleanliness. Fatwa is given on 

this case. Similarly, dead skin cells, oil, soil, mud – even if 

they are found beneath the nails, and if the person is either a 

rural or urban resident, these things do not obstruct 

cleanliness and this is more correct. On the contrary, the flour 
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– for it is an obstruction for cleanliness. And the paint of the 

painter is not an obstruction.”46   

In Raddul Muhtaar,  

“But it is mentioned in Nahar Al-Faaiq, if there is flour beneath 

his nails, the verdict is that it is forgiven.”47  

I have written the following in the footnotes of Imam Shaami‟s 

phrase, „Fatwa is given on this case‟: 

“From this the ruling is evident for the case of application of 

antimony [Surma] which is displaced during sleep and 

becomes attached to the eyelashes or it becomes 

conglomerated in the corners of the eye. And in some cases, 

the hand is passed over these areas during Wudhu and Ghusl 

but one is unaware of the parts of the displaced antimony 

stains, and habitually it is not sufficient to keep these places 

in mind unless they are reminded deliberately through 

communication. The ruling for these stains is the same as 

henna, but the ruling is not through deduction [qiyaas], rather 

through evidential proof [dalaalat an-Nass], because the need 

of an antimony is much emphasized and mostly required. It 

also should be taken note of that the stain of antimony which 

is manifested near the corner of the eyes after Wudhu, such 

as after the performance of prayer, then this should not be 

attended to. This is because the antimony may have become 

manifested from the inner area of the eye towards the corner 

of the eyes after having attained cleanliness and any new 

manifested thing is associated to the closest time, except that 
                                                             
46 Durr e Mukhtar, Faraaidh Al-Ghusl 
47 Raddul Muhtaar, Faraaidh Al-Ghusl 
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which is found within the eyelashes and it is assumed that it 

was there in the first case and does not become a cause of 

concern. This is the information that has become evident 

upon me and this should be analyzed.”48  

As for the statement from Durr e Mukhtaar, that the paint for the 

painter is not an obstruction of cleanliness, I have written a footnote 

underneath it: 

“From this we find the ruling for the ink stain over the nails, 

since a writer uses his left thumbnail over the pen point and 

presses it so that the mouth of the pen point opens up, and 

due to it, some stain of ink is found on the nail. Then it so 

happens that at times he forgets to wash off the ink from the 

finger and instead passes water over the ink stain, and due to 

this reference, the permissibility is proven, that is, the Wudhu 

is valid. I have seen in the elucidation of this in the books of 

Maalikiya from Haashiya Ishmaawiya. They state that it is 

Waajib to remove anything that obstructs water from reaching 

the skin such as flour or wax. Similarly, a person who is not a 

writer, such as a person who sells and makes ink, for him to 

wash off the ink from the skin is necessary. As for the writer, if 

he only came to see the ink after having performed his prayer, 

then this is not a concern for him as long as he has passed 

his hand over the ink stain during Wudhu, because it is 

difficult to save oneself from it. But if he finds the stain before 

he performs the prayer and it is possible to remove the stain, 

then this forgetfulness of removing the stain will become a 

concern for him [Haashiya Ishmaawiya]. All of this is clear and 

in accordance to the principles of our school [Hanafiya] 

                                                             
48 Jaddul Mumtaar Ala Raddul Muhtaar, Kitaab At-Tahaarah 
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except the point of passing the hand over the ink stain. This is 

because it is Fardh to pass the hand over the body according 

to the Maalikis. And in our school [Hanafiya], it will be said 

that as long as he passed water over the ink stain. Whatever 

has been discussed, I have indicated it in the verdicts that 

which is not problematic in removing it, rather it is difficult to 

pay attention to it – if one comes to know about it, then it is 

Waajib to remove it and to avoid this is not permissible, such 

as henna, antimony, discharge of fleas and so forth; and 

praise is for Allah.”49 

3. According to the Maaliki scholars, a silver ring for men 

as much as it is lawful [in their Madhab, two Dirham 

Shari‟ is permissible]; and for the women, all the gold 

and silver ornaments, trinkets, rings, bracelets, bangles 

and so forth. Similarly, the bangles made of glass or wax 

or any spiraling anklets made of silk; that is all kinds of 

ornaments for permissible decoration – if they are tightly 

fixed over a certain area that water cannot seep beneath 

it, is all forgiven in their jurisprudence. Yes, the 

ornaments made of iron, copper, tin and so forth which 

are disliked ornaments; or for a man to wear a gold ring 

which is not permissible. Such ornaments are also not 

considered permissible in their view [that is, it is not 

forgiven by Sacred Law if the water cannot reach 

beneath such impermissible ornaments if they are tightly 

fixed]. 

I say, that they have deduced the permissibility of Wudhu if water 

does not seep beneath the tightly fixed permissible ornaments 

                                                             
49 Jaddul Mumtaar Ala Raddul Muhtaar, Kitaab At-Tahaarah 
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from the knotted braided ponytail hair of women. In our school, 

she will not be ordered to release the knot during Ghusl, but if the 

water does not seem to reach the roots, she will then be required 

to open the knot of her hair. In the Maaliki school, the knot is 

required to be opened for Wudhu and Ghusl except in the case 

when they are tightly knotted with three or more braids. This is 

the Madhab of Maaliki scholars.  

It is in Haashiya Safati,  

“The ring that is lawful to wear, it is not Waajib to loosen it 

or relieve of it [during Ghusl or Wudhu], whether the ring is 

loose or tight. However, that which is not lawful to wear, 

such as a gold ring for a man, or that which is disliked, 

such as a ring made of iron, copper or tin – if it is tight, 

then it is Waajib to take it off, and if it is loose, then 

according to the trustworthy view, it is sufficient to allow it 

to move so the water can seep beneath it. Similarly is the 

verdict for those hunters and archers who wear a band 

made of bones over their hands. The iron ring which is 

disliked is that which is not worn for the purpose of 

treatment. The permissible ornaments are those golden 

rings and bracelets for women and the iron anklets which 

the women wear – according to the reliable view, they are 

in the same ruling as the rings. To move them is not 

Waajib because all of these ornaments are permissible for 

women to be adorned with, just as it is mentioned in 

Haashiya Kharashi and our Shaykh has followed this as 

mentioned in Taqreer Kharashi. This view is contrary to 

the statement in Sharah Usayli. For men, the permissible 
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silver ring should be of the weight of two Shari‟ 

Dirhams50.”51     

In our view, the ring should be less than one Mithqaal52 as mentioned 

in the Hadith of the Prophet ا wherein he said, “Make it of silver, but 

do not let it weigh so much as one Mithqaal”53   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
50 I have seen in the print of some Fataawa that states that two Shari‟ 
Dirham is equivalent to 4.5 Maasha. This is incorrect. When it comes to 
Shari‟ Dirham, we take that calculation that we use for Zakaat dispensation. 
For silver, we know that 200 Dirhams of it causes one to be regarded as 
Saahib e Nisaab. 200 Dirhams is equivalent to 612.35g and therefore one 
Dirham will be 3g, hence 2 Dirhams is 6g. In the Maaliki Fiqh, a ring should 
be less than 6g in weight.   
51 Haashiya Safati Ala Muqaddima Ushaawiya 
52 It is in Bahaar e Shari‟at that one Mithqaal is equivalent to 4.5 maasha. 
Maasha is a traditional Indian unit of mass which is now standardised to 
0.972 grams. Therefore, 4.5 maasha is 4.374g. Some have calculated it at 
4.25g and others up until 4.7g. We take the view of the present day and that 
is 4.374g ≈ 4.4g.    
53 Sunan Abu Dawood, Hadith no. 4223 
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3rd Fardh I’tiqaadi 

To perform Masah of the head, that is, any portion of it, whether 

it be on the skin, hair or its lawful replacement. This Fardh 

I’tiqaadi is only as much as this.  

It is in Kitaab al-Anwaar li-A‟maal Al-Abraar of Imam Yusuf Ardabili 

Ash-Shaafi‟, 

“The fourth obligatory act [in Wudhu] is the Masah of the head 

as much as one wishes, whether it be on the skin as much as 

the needle head or on the hair even if there is only one strand 

of hair. The condition is that on which the Masah is 

performed, does not leave its designated place.”54   

It is in Qurratul A‟yn of Imam Zayn, the student of Imam Ibn Hajar 

Makki Shaafi‟, “Even if one hair has many portions”.55  

I said that the wetness must be reached, for this is obligatory 

according to us. It is not obligatory to cause the wetness to be 

reached, such that if rain falls on the person‟s head, this is sufficient 

for him [as Masah], as it is indicated in Durr al-Mukhtaar. I also said, 

“…or its lawful replacement”. I have said this in accordance to the 

statement of Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal which is found in Mizaan Ash-

Shari‟ah of Allama Abdul Wah‟aab Sha‟raani. 

Allama Sha‟raani states, 

“All three Imams have stated that Masah on a turban is not 

sufficient, whereas there is one narration from Imam Ahmad 

                                                             
54 Kitaab Al-Anwaar li-A‟amaal Al-Abraar 
55 Qurratul A‟yn 
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that indicates its permission as long as some of its portion is 

beneath the chin. A woman has a scarf over her head and 

has some of its portion wrapped beneath the chin – so it is 

permissible for her to perform Masah over the scarf. As for 

the turban, is it a condition to have it worn in the state of 

Wudhu, there are two narrations regarding it.”56 

I say that Muhaqqiq Asr [the research scholar of the age], Allama 

Zayn Bin Ibraahim Bin Nujaym Misri [may Allah Ta‟ala have mercy 

on him] is the teacher of Imam Sha‟raani [may Allah Ta‟ala have 

mercy on him]. He [Imam Sha‟raani] served him for ten years and 

stated that he never saw him in the state of anger, whether during 

residency or travel. That which is mentioned by Allama Zayn in his 

Bahr Ar-Raaiq is more beneficial. He said,  

“It is a consensus of the Imams that it is not permissible to 

perform Masah over the turban except for Imam Ahmad, for 

according to him, it is permissible as long as it covers the 

entire head. Whatever area of the head is left exposed 

commonly, it can be left exposed. Moreover, some part of the 

turban must be beneath the chin as well, whether the ends of 

it may be hanging or not. The third condition is that the turban 

must not be from the unlawful wealth. Therefore, it is not 

permissible to perform Masah over a turban that is stolen or 

usurped. If a woman wears the turban of a man, then it is not 

permissible for her to perform Masah over it. According to 

Imam Ahmad, the most evident [Azhar] narrative is that the 

Masah must be done over the entire turban, and just like the 

Khuff [thick socks] the timing of the Masah over the turban is 

fixated. The Masah will become invalid when the turban is 

                                                             
56 Al-Mizaan Al-Kubra, Baab Al-Wudhu 
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removed or if a person exposes his head for common reasons 

like, to scratch the head, or to lift the turban for Wudhu. As for 

Masah on the turban in the state of cleanliness, there are two 

narrations.”57 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
57 Bahr ar-Raaiq Sharah Kanz Ad-Daqaaiq, Baab Masah Alal-Khuffayn 
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4th Fardh I’tiqaadi 

To wash the feet: as long as it is not covered in lawful socks [khuff]. 

From the nails [of the toes] to the joint that is formed at the 

conjunction of the shin and the foot [mediotarsal joint], which is 

prominent uniquely on all four sides [also known as an ankle]; where 

the laces of an Arabian shoe are tied. And the curves of the sole and 

the heel – the water must reach all places58. The Fardh I‟tiqaadi is 

only this much and if there are lawful socks over them, then to pass 

wet hands over it [masah] is sufficient. Similar to the arms, there are 

three exceptions: 

1. According to the narration from Hishaam from Imam 

Muhammad, it is not necessary to wash until the 

mediotarsal joint. And the ankles, just like the elbows, are 

excluded from the command according to Imam Zufar.  

It is in Kaafi,  

“For both elbows and both ankles, to be washed along with 

the arms and feet, respectively, is not agreed by Imam 

Zufar.”59 

It is in Bahr, 

“Ka‟abain refers to those two bones that are prominent on 

each side of the foot [ankle]. Hidaaya and others have 

considered this to be the correct interpretation. Hisham states 

and narrates from Imam Muhammad that Ka‟ab is on the 

dorsal aspect of the foot, where the Arabs tie their laces over 

                                                             
58 The Imam will discuss this aspect further on, hence it is underlined.  
59 Kaafi 
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their footwear. They have said [the senior scholars] that 

Hisham is mistaken.”60 

In Radd al-Muhtaar, 

“We have clarified earlier from Sharah Muniya that to wash the 

elbows and ankles is not Fardh I‟tiqaadi but Fardh „Amali”61 

2. The area beneath the permissible jewelry of women is 

considered excused by the Maaliki scholars. 

3. Dead skin cells and droppings of a fly or mosquito are 

excused over the entire body, and soil, mud, henna and the 

likes as discussed under the washing of the arms. 

I have indicated [earlier underlined words] about the water reaching 

all places – the reason for it has already passed, and I have 

supported what is mentioned in Meezaan Ash-Shari‟ah, 

“The Imams are agreed in this issue that if a person is not 

wearing lawful socks and he has the power [to wash the feet], 

then it is Fardh to wash the feet in Wudhu. It is narrated from 

Imam Ahmad, Awzaai, Sufyan Thawri and Ibn Jareer that it is 

permissible to pass wet hands [masah] over the entire feet [in 

contrast to washing them]. According to them, a person has a 

choice of either washing the feet or passing wet hands over it. 

Ibn Abbas would say that it is Fardh to pass wet hands over 

the feet instead of washing them.”62           

                                                             
60 Bahr Ar-Raaiq, Faraaidh Al Wudhu 
61 Radd Al-Muhtaar, Faraaidh Al Wudhu 
62 Al-Meezaan Al-Kubra, Baab Al Wudhu 
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Allah Ta‟ala knows best as to the authenticity of this narration. It is in 

Bahr Ar-Raaiq that there is an established consensus on the 

washing of the feet, and there is no credibility on the disagreement of 

the Rawaafidh.63 Similarly, Imam Nawawi has mentioned that there 

is a consensus among the Companions and the Fuqaha on this 

issue.64 Imam Sa‟eed ibn Mansoor, in his Sunan, has narrated from 

Abdur Rahman ibn Abi Layla that there is a consensus of the 

Companions of the Messenger of Allah ا on the issue of washing 

the feet. Yes, Imam Ibn Ma‟jah and others, have narrated from 

Abdullah ibn Muhammad ibn Uqayl; and there is much disagreement 

in it. Hafiz ibn Hajar Asqalaani has stated in is Taqreeb: “He is 

truthful in Hadith and lenient and it is said that his memory was 

affected in his old age.”65 It is narrated from Sayyida Rubay‟ bint 

Mu‟awwidh bin Afra [may Allah be pleased with her] that Ibn Abbas 

 came to her and asked her about the narration that indicates that ص

the Messenger of Allah ا performed Wudhu and washed his feet. At 

this, Ibn Abbas ص said, “The people are insisting on washing their 

feet, but I do not find anything in the Qur‟an except the injunction to 

wipe them.”66  

I say that for us, his statement that people [the Companions] insist 

on washing their feet; is sufficient as evidence. And the truth is only 

with the large congregation [Jama‟at]. The opposing statement on 

this aforementioned statement [of Ibn Abbas ص] is proven from him, 

as reported by Saeed ibn Mansoor, Ibn Abi Shaybah, Abdur Razzaq, 

Abd Ibn Humayd and Imam Tabarani in his Mu‟ajam Al-Kabeer, 

narrated by Ibn Jareer, Ibn Mundhir, Ibn Abi Haatim and Nahaas – 

                                                             
63 Bahr Ar-Raaiq, Faraaidh Wudhu 
64 Sharah Muslim, Sifatil Wudhu 
65 Taqreeb At-Tahdheeb: Abdullah ibn Muhammad 
66 Sunan Ibn Ma‟jah, Hadith no. 458 
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all of whom narrate from Ibn Abbas ص that he recited the verse 

„Arjulakum‟ with a zabar as if Ibn Abbas ص has changed his former 

stance and has returned to the view of washing the feet.67 Ibn Jareer 

narrates from Hadrat Ata, “I have not seen anyone wiping their 

feet”68; and he [Ata] is from the closest of students of Ibn Abbas ص – 

and what he has said you have heard. It is clear that Ibn Abbas ص 

had retracted from his former view as he did with the statement on 

Muta‟ where he recited the verse, “except your wives and what your 

right hand possesses” and thereafter said that besides these two, all 

other women are prohibited. In similar way, retraction from wiping 

the feet, of all those personalities who are quoted, is proven. They 

are a minority group. Hence, there is no doubt on this issue that 

consensus has been established on the washing of the feet, as 

mentioned by the Taabi‟ – Abdur Rahman ibn Abi Layla [may Allah 

be pleased with him]. Allah is the Giver of Guidance. 

 

 

 

 

               

 

 

 

                                                             
67 Tafseer Ibn Jareer, Surah Maaidah, Verse 6.  
68 Tafseer Ibn Jareer, Surah Maaidah, Verse 6. 
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Fardh ‘Amali & Waajib I’tiqaadi 

Fardh e Amali is different in every [Fiqh] Madhab. In our Madhab, the 

correct, relied upon on which verdict is issued, are twelve such major 

actions in Wudhu; and these are also Waajib I‟tiqaadi.69 Some of 

them we have indicated in our aforementioned discussions, but it is 

important to separate the mufta bihi [the rulings on which verdict is 

issued] from the ambiguous statements. A clarification in this matter 

is preferable for our less learned brothers.  

1. Both lips.  

The truth of the matter is that it is Fardh to wash both lips. If a person 

closes his mouth tightly in such a way that the portion of the lip that 

is usually exposed is now concealed, and if Wudhu is done in this 

way that the water did not reach the now concealed section of the 

lip, nor did the person gargle the mouth – Wudhu will not be valid. As 

for the habitual concealment of that section of the lips, where a 

person is not talking and both his lips are joined – it is not Fardh to 

wash that section because it is part of the mouth. It is in Durr Al 

Mukhtaar, 

“It is Waajib to wash the part of the lips which remains 

exposed when the lips are closed.”70 

Commenting on it, it is Radd Al Muhtaar, 

                                                             
69 Every Fardh Amali is Waajib I‟tiqaadi. This means that whatever action is 
Fardh in our Fiqh Madhab [Hanafi], it is compulsory [Waajib] to believe in 
them, otherwise a person will be misguided. To deny Waajib I‟tiqaadi is 
deviation [Bid‟ah]. To deny Fardh I‟tiqaadi is disbelief [Kufr]. 
70 Durr Al-Mukhtaar, Faraaidh Wudhu 
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“In other words, it is Fardh as indicated to be correct in 

Khulasa. The portion of the lips, here refers to that area that 

remains habitually exposed when the lips are closed.”71 

2. The skin beneath the eyebrows, 

3. The skin beneath the moustache and, 

4. The skin beneath the hair grown beneath the lower lip, 

If the hair is sparse and the skin is easily visible, then it is necessary 

to wash the skin beneath it during Wudhu. If the hair is dense and 

the skin is not visible, then it is not necessary to wash the skin 

beneath it in Wudhu, but in Ghusl it is still necessary. 

5. If the beard is sparse, then to wash the skin beneath it is 

Fardh, and if the beard is dense, then whatever hair is on 

the face – to wash all the hair is Fardh. This is the most 

correct and reliable ruling. As for those hair that is 

suspended beneath the chin, to wipe them is Sunnah and 

to wash them is Mustahab.  

The meaning of suspended hair is when a hand is placed against the 

chin and whatever dangles out of the area of the face, to wash them 

is not necessary, and to wash the others [within the area of the face] 

is necessary. To wash the root of the hair is also not necessary for it 

falls within the sphere of the skin, and to wash the skin when there is 

dense hair is excluded [not Fardh].  

It is in Durr Al-Mukhtaar, 

“The correct [view of the] Madhab, on which the verdict is 

issued and inclined towards is that it is Fardh Amali to wash 

                                                             
71 Radd Al-Muhtaar, Faraaidh Wudhu 
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the entire beard. And there is no disagreement in this that it is 

not Waajib but a Sunnah to wash and to wipe the dangling 

hair. As for the sparse beard beneath which the skin is visible, 

it is necessary to wash that skin.”72  

It is in the same manuscript, 

“It is not necessary to wash the inner areas of eyes, nostrils 

and mouth, and the roots of the eyebrows, beard and 

moustache.”73 

In Radd Al Muhtaar,  

“It is not Waajib to wash the roots of the eyebrows – this is 

valid if the eyebrows are dense, and if the skin beneath the 

eyebrows is visible, then it is necessary to wash the skin, and 

similar is said for moustache and beard.”74        

It is in the same manuscript, 

“The author [of Durr al Mukhtaar] has said that there is no 

disagreement. This means there is no disagreement within 

the people of this Madhab [Hanafi]”75 

This statement is not contrary to the aforementioned disagreement 

that we have discussed because that discussion entailed 

disagreement from the other Madhab.  

It is in Radd Al Muhtaar, 

                                                             
72 Durr Al Mukhtaar, Faraaidh Wudhu 
73 Durr Al Mukhtaar, Faraaidh Wudhu 
74 Radd Al Muhtaar, Faraaidh Wudhu 
75 Radd Al Muhtaar, Faraaidh Wudhu 
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“The author has said regarding the hair outside the area of 

the face [mustarsil]. Ibn Hajar has indicated with much detail 

in Sharah Minhaaj that when the hair is spread vertically 

downwards then it will be considered outside the area of the 

face.”76 

Also in the same manuscript,  

“The author has said that to wipe [the dangling hair] is 

Sunnah because in the retraction of the pronoun, wiping is 

closer and the statement of Muniya with regards to it is 

clear.”77 

6. Pre-auricular space 

The space between the ear and the face is Fardh to wash. The 

exposed area between the ear and the [sideburns of the] beard must 

be completely washed, and the skin area beneath the sideburns, if 

the hair is sparse; otherwise [if it is dense] the Fardh will be in 

washing the hair itself.78 

7. Both elbows, completely.  

8. Rings, jewellery and so forth, permissible or prohibited 

jewellery, for men and women – if they are close-fitted to 

the skin, then to remove them or to move them in order to 

allow the water to seep beneath them is Fardh. 

It is Durr al-Mukhtaar,  

                                                             
76 Raddul Muhtaar, Faraaidh Wudhu 
77 Raddul Muhtaar, Faraaidh Wudhu 
78 Durr Al-Mukhtaar, Faraaidh Al-Ghusl 
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“If the ring is tightly fitted, then to remove it or to move it is 

Waajib” 

9. The wetness of the water by performing Masah of the head 

must reach the skin of the head or the hair on the head [not 

the hair which are dangling] – it is Fardh. It is not sufficient 

to perform Masah over a scarf or a turban unless the cloth 

material is so thin, or the water is in such quantity that it 

seeps through the cloth and wets the required amount over 

the head or the hair. 

It is in Bahr,  

“It is in Me‟raj ad-Daraaya that if a woman performs Masah 

over the scarf and the wetness of the water reaches her hair 

[of the head] that one quarter of the head becomes wet, this is 

permissible. Our Shaykh [teacher] has stated that if the scarf 

is new then it is permissible because the interwoven spaces 

in a new scarf are not sealed, and due to it, the wetness of 

the water shall pass through it. This is not permissible in an 

old scarf where the interwoven spaces are now sealed off.”79        

I say that our pious predecessors – may Allah have mercy on them – 

have a habit of ascribing things on their circumstances of which 

there is an emphasised inclination [ghaalib ghumaani]. For example, 

if a Junub80 drinks water and this person is a not a knowledgeable 

person then he shall drink water by gulping the water like an animal 

– then for him to gargle is sufficient. But a knowledgeable person, he 

                                                             
79 Bahr Ar-Raaiq, Masah Alal Khuffayn 
80 A person in a state of ritual impurity due to a sexual intercourse or a wet 
dream.  
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shall sip the water81, then this will not be sufficient. Similarly, if a dog 

were to bite a person over the cloth, then if the dog was in a state of 

play, then the cloth will become impure due to the flowing of impure 

saliva; and if the dog was in a state of rage, the cloth will not be 

impure since the saliva does not flow in a raging dog. Another 

example is that of a rat, if it falls in a well due to fear from a cat, then 

the well will become impure since it will be discharging urine, 

otherwise it will not be impure. There are many examples of such 

nature. Whoever has the recognizance of the basis, will understand 

the objective, and the basis is that the wetness of water must reach 

the obligatory requirement [one-quarter]. If it is certain that the 

wetness has reached, then this is sufficient even if the cloth is old, 

and if it is not certain, then this is not sufficient even if the cloth is 

new.   

10. The wetness must reach at least one-fourth of the head, 

and this is the most correct and relied upon verdict even if 

there are differing statements. This is a well-known issue 

within the primary texts and its commentaries. 

11. Ka‟bayn is the name given to the ankles.  From its 

surrounding areas until and including the nails, every 

curvature, every space and spot – to wash it is Fardh. From 

this, if a space the size of an atom were to remain 

unwashed, the Wudhu will not be complete. 

Yes, the third exception to the washing of the feet which we have 

mentioned already is a case on its own. The details of this analysis 

will be found in this mendicant‟s Fataawa under the heading of 

Ghusl. The ruling on the jewellery found around the ankles and toes 

is the same as mentioned in number eight above. 

                                                             
81 As it is a Sunnah to sip the water instead of drinking in gulps.  
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12. Face, hands and feet – all three segments of the body must 

be washed in a thorough way over the entire area as 

mentioned. This is Fardh. To simply rub wet hands over 

these areas like oil is not sufficient in accordance to the 

consensus, except for the feet [when wearing leather socks] 

which has been mentioned.  

In accordance to the correct view, dripping of a single drop of water 

is not sufficient sign of „washing‟, but rather at least two drops of 

water must drip from every space of these areas. It is in Durr al-

Mukhtar,  

“For the face to be washed means that water has flowed over 

it in such a way that at least a drop of water drips from it. It is 

in Faid Al-Mawla Al-Kareem that the more correct view is that 

at least two drops of water must drip.”82 Allama Halabi, 

Tahtaawi and Shaami – all of them have indicated in the 

footnotes of this passage of Durr e Mukhtaar, “The „tafaa‟eel‟ 

tense of the word [„taqaatir‟] indicates this issue”. 

The [issue is about the] report from Imam Abu Yusuf that states that 

washing implies that a part of body is „wetted‟ – whether it flows 

water from it or not. For this reason, this issue is considered to be 

that of disagreement between Imam Abu Yusuf [on one side] and 

Imam Abu Hanifa and Imam Muhammad83 [on the other side]. It has 

also been assumed that the condition of „flowing of water‟ is from the 

Zaahir ar-Riwaayah. As for that truth which cannot be overlooked 

and that besides which there is no return, is that the statement of 

Imam Abu Yusuf has been expounded upon in Hilya from 

                                                             
82 Durr al-Mukhtaar, Faraaidh al-Wudhu 
83 Tarafayn 
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Zukhayrah; and the explanation is that water of one or two drops 

must flow over the part of the body, without dropping incessantly. If 

this meaning is not taken, then Allah Forbid, it becomes a refutation 

of explicit proof and misalignment of the Sacred Law [Shari‟ah]. Allah 

Ta‟ala has commanded us to wash the parts, and to simply „wetting‟ 

the part does not fulfil the definition of „washing‟; neither in terms of 

lexicon nor in common usage. It is in Bahr Ar-Raaiq that the 

definition of the word „ghasl‟ with the diacritical mark of zabar over 

the ghayn means to allow the water to flow by which impurity is 

eradicated. For the water to flow and for it to wash, is the same. 

Allah Ta‟ala has differentiated several human body parts, some of 

which is necessary to wash and some is sufficient to wipe wet hands 

over it [masah]. And in the case when the body part is to be left out 

in washing, then masah will come into effect because when water 

cannot be flowed then to allow wetness to abide over that part will 

take place, and this is called masah. 

I say, for such a person who is an ocean of knowledgeable sciences, 

the noble Muhaqqiq [Ibn Nujaym], it was not worthy for him to say 

that this issue has differences of opinion. The consequence of this 

would give undue strength to the ignorant folks, whom we see 

nowadays, that they simply apply wet hands over the heads, faces 

and other body parts. They do not see the necessity of allowing the 

water to flow over these parts to the extent of allowing the a few 

drops of water to drip from them. And when they are informed that 

the elbow, the pre-auricular space or the heel has been left 

unwashed, they simply pass that very same hand on which there is 

some wetness. Leave aside flowing the water over these parts, they 

do not realise the importance of obtaining new water for these parts. 

I seek refuge in the Court of Allah Ta‟ala.  
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It should be noted that in numerous authentic works like Khulasa, 

Johara, Hilya, Gunya, Durr e Mukhtaar and others, the exceptions to 

the hands and feet as indicated in the second and third points, 

respectively; has been restricted to the nature of the thing, that is, it 

should be so soft that water has the ability to pass through it. Such 

as soil that is not so hard like wheat flour84, wax, skin, solidified 

butter, the scales of the fish and chewed up bread. 

It is in Durr e Mukhtaar, “Except for that which is similar to wheat 

flour”85. In Raddul Muhtaar, it is written under the statement, „Oil 

does not become an obstruction‟, as follows, “…such as the olive 

and sesame seed oils, but not the skin or solidified butter and the 

likes…” It is also under the statement of wheat flour, “…such as wax, 

scales of the fish, chewed upon bread that becomes solidified…”86   

It is in Durr e Mukhtaar, “The food particles that are stuck between 

the teeth or inside the teeth cavity do not become obstruction. The 

verdict is given on this view. And others have stated that if the 

particles are solidified then it will be an obstruction and this view is 

more correct.”87 In Raddul Muhtaar, “In Khulasa, this has been 

                                                             
84 Wheat flour and cake flour have different compositions of protein within 
them. The flour that is indicated in the texts of the scholars refer to whole 
wheat flour that is the hardest form of flours. In contrast, cake flour is the 
weakest form of flour for it does not harden as it does with the presence of 
wheat. Due to this, an investigation is required whether cake flour will fall 
under the same ruling since this item has become a common sight in the 
house of most Muslims.  
85 Durr e Mukhtaar, Faraaidh Al Ghusl 
86 Raddul Muhtaar, Faraaidh Al Ghusl 
87 Durr e Mukhtaar, Faraaidh Al Ghusl 
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explained and the reason for this is that water is a very elegant 

object and it is assumed that it will reach beneath it.”88  

The meaning here is that if there is certainty that the water has not 

reached beneath the food particles, then it is not permissible [to keep 

the food there, rather it must be removed]. 

“It is in Hilya and this is the preferred statement and more 

correct. Sharah Muniya has elucidated this aspect and stated 

that for the water to seep through is not possible if there is no 

need for it and there is no harm in it.”89  

If there is no harm, the purification will not have been attained even if 

the water was to seep through it, since the condition is not simply for 

water to reach but for it to flow over the area. This is clearly not 

possible when there is a solidified substance until the substance 

evades its solidity. Therefore, the difference between soft and hard 

substance is baseless; and if there is harm in removing it or there is 

a need, and purification was performed [Wudhu], and such a 

substance remained intact and prayer was prayed; in this situation 

there is an excuse – even if the substance is solidified and an 

obstruction to water, such as droppings of a mosquito or a fly. It is in 

Durr e Mukhtaar, after mentioning that water did not reach beneath 

such a substance, it is mentioned that this does not obstruct 

purification. Even for henna, he [the author of Durr e Mukhtaar] did 

not consider it to be an obstruction for water and stated: “Verdict is 

given on this”. Even though, the henna when dried is definitely an 

obstruction for water to seep through. In Raddul Muhtaar,  

                                                             
88 Raddul Muhtaar, Faraaidh Al Ghusl 
89 Raddul Muhtaar, Faraaidh Al Ghusl 
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“The elucidation of this is mentioned in Muniya from 

Zukhayrah, regarding henna, soil, mud and dirt – the issue of 

these things is based on necessity. It is in its commentary that 

the reason for it is that water will seep through it because 

there is takhallul in it and there is no luzoojat and salaabat. In 

all these cases, we rely on the aspect that the water will seep 

through them and reach the body part. But the argument is 

that it is compulsory to wash the body part and that is to allow 

water to flow with sufficient drops, as mentioned in the laws of 

Wudhu. The evident [Zaahir] is that these things are an 

obstruction from the flow of water, therefore, more evident is 

the issue of its necessity.”90  

And the aforementioned statement from Khulasa: “…the reason for 

this is that water is a very elegant object…” Commenting on this, 

Imam Shaami said, “A problem arises in this which we have earlier 

mentioned.”91     

Some scholars have differentiated the dirt found beneath the nails 

for the people of the villages – for them it is permissible [that is, the 

Wudhu will be valid] since the dirt will be that of soil and water will 

seep through it; but for the people of the city, the dirt beneath the 

nails will be that of limestone [or cement, and water will not be able 

to seep through it]. The very same scholars rejected this 

differentiation and concluded that both are of the same material. It is 

in Durr e Mukhtaar,  

                                                             
90 Raddul Muhtaar, Faraaidh Al Ghusl 
91 Raddul Muhtaar, Faraaidh Al Ghusl 
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“Whether a person is a villager or a resident of a city, and this 

is the more correct view.”92   

Since this is the opted view and relied upon verdict, then we will act 

upon it.  

As for Imam Shaami‟s statement: “…but not the skin or solidified 

butter and the likes…” – perhaps his intention was to say where 

there is no harm or there is an absence of necessity. This is because 

the issue of butter and oil is general and it is not restricted to a 

necessity but he added “…but not the skin…” This is surprising 

because earlier he reported the previous statement from Johara then 

applied the verdict on the above statement from An-Nahr Al-Faaiq 

[but it is in An-Nahr that if there is dough within the nails then the 

verdict is that this is excused). Thereafter he wrote that there is 

difference of opinion from Sharah Muniya in relation to dough and 

the obstruction of it has been made evident since there is lazoojat 

and salaabat in it, that obstructs the water from seeping through. 

Perhaps he [Imam Shaami] agreed with the above and kept silent. 

Allah Knows Best. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
92 Durr e Mukhtaar, Kitaab At-Tahaarah 
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Waajib Amali 

As for Waajib Amali, there isn‟t one in Wudhu. It is in Bahr, 

“There is an agreement among our Imams that there is no 

Waajib element in Wudhu”93 

It is in Durr e Mukhtaar,  

“There is no Waajib in Ghusl and Wudhu”94 

Similarly, this is mentioned in many books and there is no need to 

mention more names after mentioning the above citations. However, 

Muhaqqiq alal Itlaaq in his Fath Al Qadeer has considered the 

recitation of Basmallah and the likes before the beginning of Wudhu, 

to be Waajib – going against the established position of the Madhab. 

He states, 

“It has been stated that there is no proof of Waajib within 

Wudhu because Wudhu is a precondition of prayer that 

follows prayer and if we were to claim something of Waajib in 

it, then the follower and that which is followed becomes equal. 

But we say that it cannot be deemed equal if there is a proof 

of element of Waajib in Wudhu and Salaah, its result is not 

that both are equivalent because non equivalency can be 

proven from other routes as well. For example, if a person 

vows to perform Wudhu, then it does not become Waajib but 

prayer does become Waajib. And to eradicate the issue of 

                                                             
93 Bahr ar-Raaiq, Kitaab At Tahaara 
94 Durr e Mukhtaar, Kitaab At Tahaara 
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equivalency, we can issue the ruling that the Waajib of 

Wudhu is of lower stature than the Waajib of Salaah.”95 

Firstly, the issue of Tasmiya is an isolated argument of the 

Muhaqqiq himself, something which has not been narrated from the 

Imams of the Madhab and it has not been accepted by the research 

scholars after them. His own student, Allama Qaasim ibn Qatlu said, 

“The arguments of our Shaykh which went contrary to the Madhab, 

will not be considered.” 

That is, as long as the argument did not arise from the differences of 

opinion of the time. For example, the scholars have issued the 

verdict of the permission to pay salaries in lieu of teaching, 

proclaiming Adhaan and leading prayers. They also passed the 

verdict that if a person attains his right in any form from an 

oppressor, then he may take it whatever he gains access to. 

Examples like these are numerous. It is in Raddul Muhtaar, in the 

chapter of Hajj, 

“His student – Allama Qaasim, has stated that there is no 

consideration of those arguments of Muhaqqiq which are 

contrary to the Madhab.”96  

In this issue, his closest student – Imam Muhammad Muhammad 

Muhammad ibn Ameer Al-Haaj, did accept the element of Sunnah – 

leave aside any interpretation of his Shaykh‟s argument of being a 

Waajib. It is in Hilya, 

“I am surprised at him who used this Hadith to obtain a 

Sunnah of saying Tasmiya before Wudhu97: Anas bin Maalik 

                                                             
95 Fathul Qadeer, Kitaab At-Tahaara 
96 Raddul Muhtaar, Kitaab Al Hajj 
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(may Allah be pleased with him) narrates that the Messenger 

of Allah asked, „Does any of you have some water?‟ Then he 

placed his hand in the plate and said, „Recite the Bismillah 

and perform Wudhu‟. I saw that water began to gush forth 

from the fingers and all the people performed their Wudhu. 

They were 70 of them.” This has been narrated from 

Nasaai98, Ibn Khuzayma99 and Baihaqi100. Baihaqi said that 

this Hadith is the most Sahih Hadith in support of Tasmiya. 

Nawawi said the chain of the Hadith is good.     

I say that this Hadith is a weak proof for reciting Tasmiya as a 

Sunnah before every Wudhu, and this is apparent because the 

Tasmiya was recited in order to achieve blessings in a small amount 

of water; and Allah Ta‟ala is All-Knowing. Further on, he [Imam 

Ameer al-Haaj] said,  

“Similarly, the Hadith of the Prophet that states, „There is no 

Wudhu for him who does not recite the Name of Allah‟ – 

indicates at most a command of preferred action [istihbaab]. 

This is because a refutation of a perfect Wudhu is proven 

when a Sunnah is left out, and this is also the same case 

when a Mustahab is left out. From this, we find that the 

preferred view in this issue is that it is Mustahab to recite the 

Tasmiya and Allah Ta‟ala is All-Knowing.”101 

Secondly, it has been said that Imam Muhaqqiq Alal Itlaaq returned 

from this former view in this very manuscript in the chapter of the 

                                                                                                                    
97 Hilyatul Muhalli Sharah Muniyatul Musalli 
98 Sunan An-Nasaai, Hadith no. 
99 Sahih Ibn Khuzayma, Hadith no. 144 
100 Sunan Al-Kubra, Hadith no.  
101 Al-Hilyatul Muhalli Sharah Muniyatul Musalli 
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conditions of prayer and stated that the truth is that which is the way 

of our scholars, and that is, it is Mustahab to recite Tasmiya in 

Wudhu.  

It is in Raddul Muhtaar,  

“The author of Bahr [Ibn Nujaym Misri] has expressed his 

surprise on Muhaqqiq Ibn Humaam that here he preferred the 

compulsion of reciting Tasmiya and in the chapter of 

conditions of prayer he stated that the truth is that it is 

Mustahab on which our scholars have opted. And why should 

it not be the case when Imam Ahmad has stated that there is 

no established Hadith in this regard in my knowledge.”102 

I say and I seek forgiveness, O Allah! This is extremely startling, and 

this mendicant has written on the footnotes of Raddul Muhtaar: 

„Pure is He Who is free from any fault and forgetfulness. Muhaqqiq 

ibn Humam, in the chapter of conditions of Salaah, quoted the Words 

of Allah, “Take your adornment at every Masjid”103; and from it he 

obtained a ruling and said, “The truth is that the evidence from this 

verse is implicit about the covering of those parts of the body that 

requires covering [satr e awrat]. Therefore, the objective of this verse 

is that it is Waajib to maintain Satr e Awrat in prayers. Some scholars 

have taken explicit [qati‟ ath-thaboot] proof from this verse and have 

taken the explicit evidence [qati‟ ad-dalaalat] from the Hadith: „There 

is no prayer for a woman of age without a scarf‟. The conjugation of 

both evidence and proof established an obligation. However, if we 

were to take the Hadith as explicit evidence, then there are apparent 

issues about it. The person who has obtained the ruling from this 
                                                             
102 Raddul Muhtaar, Kitaab At-Tahaarah 
103 Qur‟an, 7:31 
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evidence [mustadil] has himself admitted evidence of these sorts to 

be of implicitness, such as the Hadith, „Whoever does not recite the 

Bismillah there is no Wudhu‟ and „There is prayer of the neighbour of 

a mosque [in his home except in the mosque‟ – these are implicit 

evidences without a doubt. This is because the Hadith can be 

refuting completeness or perfection – and this possibility is 

maintained. Therefore, it is better to obtain the obligation of covering 

in prayers from the consensus, as indicated by numerous narrators. 

Some Maaliki scholars came later on and disagreed with the 

consensus, such as Qadhi Ismail Maaliki, but it is not permissible to 

deviate from the consensus after it has been established.  

There is no sign of the phrase, „the truth is that which our scholars 

have opted‟ from the statements of Allama Ibn Humaam. This is 

actually the statement of Saahib e Bahr [Ibn Nujaym]. This is where 

he [Ibn Nujaym] said it is surprising that Kamaaluddin Ibn Humaam 

has refuted the Hadith being an implicit evidence of Tasmiya on 

these grounds that it [the implicit evidence] is equal due to its dual 

meanings. Whereas, in the chapter of the conditions of prayer, he 

[Ibn Humaam] has proven this with great staunchness and stated 

that there is no doubt in this because the possibility of being a 

refutation of perfection is maintained. Hence, [now Ibn Nujaym 

comments that] the truth is that which our scholars have opted, and 

until where Allama Shaami ends the narration. 

Actually, here Allama Shaami did not check Fathul Qadeer and 

assumed that this entire narration is related from him [Ibn Humaam], 

whereas it is only until the word „maintained‟ and the rest is from 

Saahib e Bahr [Ibn Nujaym]. 

I say, I am astonishingly surprised at Muhaqqiq Saahib e Bahr [Ibn 

Nujaym] for associating a stance upon Muhaqqiq ibn Humaam of 
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which he [Ibn Humaam] never claimed nor did he intend. He [Ibn 

Humaam] has actually refuted the implicitness of the dual meanings 

from the Hadith of Tasmiya. In other words, he has refuted this issue 

of both meanings being equal, such as in conjugation; both 

meanings are equal until there is no formation of presumption for the 

other meaning. Ibn Humaam has stated Mushtarika ad Dalaalah and 

not Mashkook Ad Dalaalah. This is because there is no doubt in 

evidence [dalaalah], but only in presumption of the meaning of the 

evidence [madlool]. He [Ibn Humaam] did not adopt this from the 

conditions of prayer, rather he has only admitted the possibility of it 

being maintained; and in this place [of Hadith e Tasmiya], he did not 

reject it but simply elucidated it. He suggested that from the two 

Hadith reports there is a possibility of it being a refutation of 

perfection [of prayer] but the evident possibility is that of the 

opposite.104 Since the possibility of refutation of perfection is greater, 

the Hadith did not drop from the position of providing [an evidence] 

of Waajib. We have already indicated more on it before and his 

statements [Ibn Humaam] should not be seen as contradictions, and 

only from Allah Ta‟ala is all ability. 

Then, further astonishment on Saahib e Bahr is raised that he 

assumed from the statements of Muhaqqiq Alal Itlaaq [Ibn Humaam] 

that the later claimed from the Hadith of Tasmiya the explicitness in 

its evidence, therefore indicating its compulsion in Wudhu. Hence, it 

is in Bahr, 

“Jurists state that there is no Waajib in Wudhu, [but it is in 

Fathul Qadeer] that since the Hadith [of Tasmiya] is 

implicitness in proof and explicitness in its evidence and there 

                                                             
104 Fathul Qadeer, Sunan Al-Wudhu 
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is no other parameter against it, therefore this [Hadith] 

provides the benefit of being a Waajib.”105 

I say, this is contrary to the elucidation of Muhaqqiq ibn Humaam 

because he has indicated that the Hadith is implicit in both proof and 

evidence. He also proved that when the possibility of the opposite is 

Marjooh [subjugated view], then from such a Hadith we do not 

achieve an element of Sunnah, but that of a Waajib. He has also 

stated that in the constitution of the Ijtihaad [deduction] laws of Fiqh, 

that which is implicit, it is compulsory to follow, and the implicit is 

connected with the Raajih [evident view]; therefore all those things 

attached with these principles are Waajib106. This has been indicated 

previously and even Saahib e Bahr has related this in the following 

words, 

“If the evidence being that of implicitness means that there is 

a possibility [of another view] in it, even if it a Marjooh, then 

we do not accept it because a Waajib is not established from 

such narrations. This is because the obedience of implicitness 

is Waajib even if there is another possibility.”107  

Pure He is, the Everlasting, the One Who does not forget! 

Thereafter, Muhaqqiq Saahib e Bahr adopted the first part and 

refuted Muhaqqiq Ibn Humaam by saying,  

“From the implicit evidence [Dhanni Dalaalah], the jurists have 

an understanding here that this serves as evidence for both 

meanings, and there is no doubt in this that this is lawfully a 

                                                             
105 Bahr Ar-Raaiq, Sunan Al-Wudhu 
106 Fathul Qadeer, Sunan Al Wudhu 
107 Bahr ar-Raaiq. At this place, Ibn Nujaym accepted the evidence to be 
implicit and implicitness gives rise to compulsion [wujoob].  
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conjugation. Sometimes, this evidence is used whereas the 

intent is to refute its reality such as the case with the narration 

of invalidity of prayer in the absence of head covering for a 

woman of age, and the narration of invalidity of Nikaah in the 

absence of witnesses. And sometimes, its use is to refute the 

perfection of an action [and not the action itself] such as the 

narration of a runaway slave and his prayer and the prayer of 

a person residing next to the mosque.”108 

I say that Muhaqqiq ibn Humaam does not reject the possibility that 

the word „No‟ is used sometimes for one meaning and sometimes for 

another meaning. Rather, he has – in both places in his work – 

elucidated that this is established for the possibility of refutation of 

perfection. Rather, he states that Asl [principle origin] is a refutation 

of another Asl, whereas the refutation of perfection is not evident. 

When there is evidence present, then we do not use it for refuting its 

ulterior motive. Just due to the use of any same word in two possible 

meanings, does not make it conjoined in use for equal evidence, 

otherwise the existence of metaphors will cease. Muhaqqiq Saahib e 

Bahr forgot here that the way of the Ahnaaf and the majority of the 

scholars is, “There is no prayer without Wudhu”. There is no brief 

assumption here [that is, this narration is refuting the reality and 

there is no other equal interpretation for it]. From the Shaafi‟ 

scholars, Qaadhi Abubakr Baaqilaani had claimed conjoined 

interpretations here, and our scholars have refuted this rightfully in 

their noble manuscripts.                  

Then Muhaqqiq Saahib e Bahr said,  

                                                             
108 Bahr Ar-Raaiq 
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“In the first example [of a woman of age and her prayer 

without a covering], the refutation is that of the reality based 

on the consensus. In the second example [of invalid marriage 

without the presence of witnesses], the refutation of reality is 

based on the fact that it is well-known and the Ummah has 

accepted it. These narrations can be used to express 

acumination over the absolute proofs [such as the Qur‟an], 

therefore witnessing is a condition of marriage.”109 

I say that there are three things that are required to be mentioned 

herein.  

a. The discussion is on conjugation [ishtiraak]. The refutation 

of the reality is based on its manifestation even if it has 

attained the position of explicitness due to the consensus. 

b. If you observe properly, his [Ibn Nujaym‟s] second example 

is contrary to his understanding, because the reasoning for 

this issue [of witnessing for marriage] is not worthy of 

acceptance, that is, just because the Ummah have followed 

it. The substantiation for it is that Imam Maalik – the Imam 

of the Land of Migration, and his companions have differed 

in this matter. As for the phrase that this is accepted by the 

Ummah, then only its proof may have reached the platform 

of explicitness; but its use as evidence is not worthy enough 

to promote acumination over the Book of Allah. 

c. If witnessing is not observed in a Nikaah, it does not mean 

that the Nikaah itself did not transpire. We have proven in 

the footnotes of Raddul Muhtaar that there is a difference 

between an invalid Nikaah [baatil] and incorrect Nikaah 

[faasid]. It is in Durr e Mukhtaar, “Mahr e Mithl is 

                                                             
109 Bahr Ar Raaiq 
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compulsory in the incorrect Nikaah. And an incorrect 

Nikaah is that in which any of the conditions of Nikaah are 

not met, for example, witnesses.”110 In Nahr al-Faaiq, the 

very same elaboration is present. Rather, it has been 

attested to in Bahr by narrating, “Every Nikaah in which 

there is a difference of opinion within the scholars on its 

permissibility such as a Nikaah without witnesses, the iddah 

will be compulsory to be observed due to intimacy. 

However, to marry a wife of another person – nobody has 

considered this to be permissible therefore the Nikaah will 

not transpire in this case.”111  

Then, Saahib e Bahr stated, “If there is no preponderant probability 

in any of the two meanings, then the Hadith will be implicit and a 

Sunnah will be established from it and the Hadith of Tasmiya is from 

this category.”112 

Again, I say there are three things that are required to be presented: 

a. A manifested meaning [zahoor] is sufficient for a 

preponderant probability. 

b. The focus of Saahib Bahr is on this issue that Muhaqqiq Ibn 

Humaam has considered the compulsion [of tasmiya] 

because the evidence for it was taken to be explicit. 

However, we have already indicated and you know that this 

focus is contrary to the elucidation of Muhaqqiq [ibn 

Humaam]. 

                                                             
110 Durr e Mukhtaar, Baab Al-Mahr 
111 Bahr Ar-Raaiq, Baab Al-Iddah 
112 Bahr Ar-Raaqi, Sunan Al-Wudhu 
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c. His [Ibn Nujaym‟s] saying that from it a Sunnah is 

established is a result of not paying attention to the 

investigation of Muhaqqiq ibn Humaam. He [Ibn Humaam] 

has proven that when the Talab is Jaazim, a Waajib is 

proven even if the proof [thaboot] and evidentiary proof 

[ithbaat] are both implicit – as we have presented this 

investigation earlier. This is the discussion that was 

required to manifest the truth and to indicate the support of 

Muhaqqiq Alal Itlaaq.‟113 Now we return to our original 

course of discussion. 

Thirdly, if this argument of the Muhaqqiq were to be accepted then 

the Basmallah will be Waajib for Wudhu and not in Wudhu. Our 

discussion is on those elements which are in Wudhu, as you have 

known.  

Though, this discussion has become lengthy but by the Will of Allah, 

it is very beneficial. All Praise is for Allah Ta‟ala for blessing [me] 

with knowledge. May Allah shower His Mercy and Grace on our 

Master and his family and companions! Allah Ta‟ala is All-Knowing. 

Since this work was written swiftly and has now taken a shape of a 

monograph, I have named it: الجود الحلو فى اركان الوضوء 
Penned by: 

هدبعه اذملبن 

 

ن
وى ىفع ع

ل
ادمح راض اربلي  

نله وملس
ى اىبنل ىلص اهلل اعتىل عل

صطف
م
ل

مد  ا
ح
 م
ب

 

 دمحمى ىنس ىفنح اقدرى

ى ادمح راض اخ

صطف
م
ل

ںدبع ا  

                                                             
113 Jaddul Mumtaar Ala Raddul Muhtaar, Imam Ahmad Rida Khan 
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Conclusion/Summary 

 

There are four Faraaidh I‟tiqaadi: 

 

1. To wash the face  

2. To wash the arms, from the nails to the elbows 

3. To perform masah over the head 

4. To wash the feet 

 

There are twelve Faraaidh „Amali: 

 

1. To wash both lips 

2. To wash exposed skin beneath the eyebrows 

3. To wash exposed skin beneath the moustache 

4. To wash exposed skin beneath the lower lip 

5. To wash exposed skin beneath the beard 

6. To wash pre-auricular spaces 

7. To wash both elbows  

8. To wash skin beneath any form of jewelry 

9. To allow wetness of water to reach the hair or skin of the 

head during Masah 

10. To allow wetness to reach one-fourth of the head 

11. To wash the ankles 

12. Face, hands and feet must be washed, and not simply to 

pass wet hands 

 

The twelve Faraaidh „Amali are also Waajib I‟tiqaadi, that is, it is 

compulsory to believe in them for a Muqallid of the Hanafi school. 

 

There is no Waajib „Amali in Wudhu. 

 



  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

               

                  

This unique journal of the Imam of the Muslims, Alahadrat Shaykh 

Ahmad Raza Al-Qaadiri [may Allah have mercy on him] was written in 

1324 AH [1906]. This is an in-depth exegesis on the various principles 

of Fiqh by which some actions becomes Fardh, Waajib, Sunnah or 

Mustahab. In the previous 300 years of Hanafi jurisprudence, we are 

unable to find a work that can be compared to this research. Primarily, 

this book is a must read for all aspiring scholars who wish to study Ifta 

and become jurists. Then, the students of knowledge may read this 

book to understand the complexity and the required academic standard 

of research in Islam. As for those Muslims who are neither scholars nor 

students, they may ponder over the contents of this book to appreciate 

the extent of the knowledge of Imam Ahmad Rida Khan Al Qaadiri – 

may Allah Ta‟ala have mercy on him.    
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